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An experimental study was made of heat transfer to the laminar

flow of aqueous solutions of sodium carboxymethylcellulose (CMC)

and polyethylene oxide, coagulant grade (polyox) in uniformly heated,

horizontal pipes. Polymer concentration was varied such that

several stages of pseudoplastic behavior were attained. A marked

contrast in the variation of viscous properties with temperature

occurred in the various fluids. Fluid rheology was determined us-

ing a Haake rotational viscometer, and a unique method of applying

the results to conditions in the pipe flow was employed.

Velocity profiles were fully-developed prior to entry to heated

sections which were 1.384 cm and 2.680 cm in diameter and 303.5

cm in length. Mass flow rates of 98.5 416 g/sec and heat fluxes of



1.18 - 5.24 watts/cm2 produced local Nusselt numbers of 10.9 -

54. 9 at local Graetz numbers of 225 - 38,000.

It was found that local wall shear rates control the rate of heat

transfer. These shear rates increase with increasing pseudoplasti-

city; however, they are more substantially increased due to the tem-

perature effect on viscous properties. Increases in the rate of heat

transfer over the temperature-independent property solution of 38%

at Gzx = 625, 15% at Gzx = 24,500, and 7% at Gzx = 38,000 were

obtained in cases where the effect of natural convection was not evi-

dent. In a case where natural convection explicitly affected the rate

of heat transfer, a 62% increase over the temperature-independent

property solution was obtained at Gzx = 230.

Other evidence of the existence of secondary flow patterns was

acquired. Flow patterns appeared far upstream of full thermal

development, even in the most viscous fluids.

In the absence of natural convection, the correlation

Nu = 1.848 Gz1/3 -0.0300/6x
x x

is recommended.

The effect of viscous heating on the rate of heat transfer was

found to be negligible throughout the investigation. Maximum Brink-

mann number was 4.22 x 10-3.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FORCED CONVECTION
HEAT TRANSFER TO NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS

IN THE THERMAL ENTRY REGION OF A
HORIZONTAL, UNIFORMLY HEATED,

CIRCULAR PIPE

1. INTRODUCTION TO HEAT TRANSFER TO STEADY,
LAMINAR, HORIZONTAL PIPE FLOWS

The rigorous analysis of heat transfer in the thermal entry

region of viscous, horizontal, laminar pipe flows is extremely com-

plex. The problem involves accounting for the following contribu-

tions:

1., The basic conduction mechanism at the boundary.

2.. The temperature dependence of transport properties, par-

ticularly viscosity .

3.. The shear rate dependence of viscosity in non-Newtonian

fluid s .

4.. The development of a secondary transverse flow due to

buoyancy.

5. A tertiary normal stress effect brought on by item 4 in

viscoelastic fluids.

Constant Property Solution

An analytical solution which considers only item 1 on the above

list was first obtained by Graetz (30) in 1885. Fully developed flow
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was specified prior to entry to an isothermally heated or cooled sec-

tion. Sellars, Tribus, and Klein (86) extended the Graetz solution to

the case of a uniformly heated or cooled section. Siegel, Sparrow,

and Hallman (92) obtained an improved solution of the latter case.

The asymptotic solutions to the Graetz problem applicable to

the two thermal regimes are given by (43, p. 37Z-373):

Thermal Entry Region:
(Gzx > 50 Tr)

Fully Developed Region:
(Gzx < 2 Tr)

Nux = C
1 Gz x1/3

Num = CZ (1.2)

where C1 and C2 are 1.17 and 3.656 respectively for an isothermal

boundary and 1.41 and 4.364 respectively for a uniformly heated

boundary.

Leveque (48) postulated that, in the thermal entry region, heat

transfer depends only on transport conditions near the boundary. He

obtained results identical to those of Graetz (in the thermal entry

region) by using a linear velocity profile in the vicinity of the wall.

Effect of Temperature Variation of Viscosity

Most liquids become less viscous when heated. In a fully-

developed isothermal pipe flow, the shear stress increases linearly

from zero at the center. In non-isothermal pipe flow, the shear

stress distribution remains essentially linear; however, local heating
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(or cooling) near the wall changes the viscosity. The effect of heat-

ing, as shown in Figure 1.1, is to steepen the velocity profile near

the wall. The opposite effect occurs during cooling. The result is

to increase the rate of heat transfer during heating and to depress it

during cooling.

Sieder and Tate (91) correlated data for oils heated and cooled

in isothermal horizontal tubes. They added a large number of iso-

thermal data from other investigations and suggested the correlation,

mNu = 2.0
raw

(1.3)

where all properties except n are evaluated at the bulk tempera-

ture. The resulting curve falls slightly above a correlation derived

from the Graetz solution (43, p. 377).

Heated
Isothermal
Cooled

Figure 1.1. Velocity profiles for isothermal, heated, and cooled
flows.
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Pigford (80) obtained a solution for the flow of viscous fluids in

isothermal vertical tubes by extending the Leveque solution to include

the effects of variable viscosity and buoyancy.. The analysis resulted

in

Nu = 1.75 6 1/3
Gz 1/3

m

where 6 = -/w/8V/D with i/w a function of Gz,

(1.4)

, and Gr.
liw

The solution given for 6 was applicable to vertical flows; however,

the introduction of the term has been useful in subsequent horizontal

flow correlations.

Yang (107) has applied an integral technique to the problem of

temperature dependent viscosity pipe flows. He obtained solutions

for the cases of both an isothermal wall and uniform heat flux. His

results show that the latter case has the greatest potential for diver-

gence from the constant property solution. However, the viscosity

models were apparently chosen for computational convenience in that

they are not readily obtained from viscometric data.

Test (97) analyzed the same problem using a finite difference

solution of the boundary layer equations. He also attempted to con-

firm his results by experiment. The fluid chosen for the model and

the test was SAE 60 oil. The analysis showed that deviation from the

constant property solution by as much as 50% was possible. The

experimental data were greatly scattered; however, an attempt was



made to correlate both sets of data with

alb m
Nub = 1.517 iGz/3

rlw

5

(1.5)

where m = 0.05 for heating and 1/3 for cooling. Except for riw, all

properties are evaluated at the bulk temperature.

Effect of Secondary Flow Due to Buoyancy

Early investigations of natural convection in horizontal flows

were all experimental. The complexity of the problem discouraged

analytical investigation until the digital computer became available.

A shortcoming of experimental investigations is the difficulty in iso-

lating the contributions to heat transfer from each effect. Conse-

quently, most of the insight regarding the effect of the secondary

flow has come from recent analytical work. None of the investigators

thus far has attempted to add the effects of temperature variation of

viscosity or non-Newtonian flow to his model. In addition, almost all

of the analytical work has been for the thermally fully developed re-

gion. There is evidence that significant secondary effects occur be-

fore leaving the thermal entry region.

Visual studies (67) of the flow of air in a uniformly heated
J.

horizontal tube for Gr > 40,000 show the presence of a pair of

vortices in the cross section (see Figure 1.2). The vortices are

centered symmetrically on either side of the vertical centerline and
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Figure 1.2. Flow cross section showing vortices which comprise the
secondary flow.

somewhat below the horizontal centerline. As Gr is increased, the

centers move down and closer to the tube wall. The interaction of the

primary (axial) flow and the secondary flow result in a helical motion

of the fluid about the longitudinal centerline. Although some deviation

from this pattern is to be expected, the basic mechanism is similar

for other fluids.

Early empirical equations by Colburn (14),

14

Nu
Trl T

= 1.75 Gz1/3 (1 + O. 015Gra1/3 )
1 ab fof

Martinelli and Boelter (55)(for vertical tubes),

Num = 1. 75 F
1

Gzab + O. 0722 F2

F
1

F
1
(Num , Gzab)

F
2

= F
2
(X/L, Num, Gzab)

Eubank and Procter (21),

wPr D 0.75 1/3
L

(1. 6)

(1. 7)
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0. 14
Nu = 1. 75 ilia Gzab + 12. 6 (GrabPrab 2 )0.

L

40- 1/3
(1.8)

rlw

and more recent correlations by Jackson, Spur lock, and Purdy (41),

Nu im = 2. 67 [Gz 2
b

+ (0. 0087)2 (Grw Pr
w

)1.
5]l/6

a (1. 9)

Oliver (71),

Num 1.
alb75(

w

0. 14 0.
Ezab + 0. 00056 @rab

Prab D-')
1/3

(1.

and Brown and Thomas (6),

10)

14

Num (171b 1
1. 75 Fizab + O. 012 (GzabGrab1/3

)
4/3 1/3 (1. 11)

have been improved upon by Depew and August (17),

14

Num 1. 75
ab +0. 12(Gz ab ab aGr 1/3Pr0 36) 0 8E1 1/3

71
b

(1. 12)

All of these investigators correlated large amounts of data taken

during heating and cooling with isothermal walls. Depew and August

claim ±40% accuracy for their correlation. Note that in most of the

recent correlations, the L/D term has been dropped.

More attention has been given recently to the uniform heat flux

boundary. For very long tubes with isothermal walls, the bulk tem-

perature will approach the wall temperature, thereby shutting off the

buoyant mechanism. Under the condition of uniform heat flux, a
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temperature difference must always exist between the wall and the

bulk flow to allow the energy at the boundary to enter. Moreover, the

temperature difference increases as the flow moves down the tube

(the opposite is true for the isothermal wall) thus implementing and

feeding the secondary flow.

Mori et al. (68) have conducted an experimental investigation of

air flowing in a uniformly heated horizontal tube. Data were taken in

the fully developed region. As might be expected, the velocity and

temperature profiles are similar (Pr ti 1). Typical vertical distor-

tion of the profiles is shown in Figure 1.3. They determined the

Top

Bottom

Figure 1.3. Typical velocity and temperature profiles for air show-
ing the effects of secondary flow.

effect of buoyancy on the rate of heat transfer to appear at Gr 4000

and that

Nu = 0.61 (Gr.74) 1/5 [ 1 + 1.8 (Gr* /4)-1/5] (1. 13)

correlated the data. (Nu pertains to the fully developed region and is

the local value. )
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McComas and Eckert (51) took data for air in and beyond the

thermal entry region with uniform heat flux at the boundary. Their

data show a shorter thermal entry length than predicted. They state

that no appreciable heat transfer effect, due to buoyancy,, occurred in

the thermal entry region. However, inspection of their plots reveals

a substantial secondary effect prior to full development. No correla-

tion of the data was attempted.

Ede (19) studied the flow of water through a horizontal pipe

while applying a uniform heat flux. He took data in the fully develop-

ed region and correlated it with:

Nu = 4. 36(1 + O. 06Gr 0. 3
)

or

Nu = 4. 36 (1 + 0. 032 RaO. 3)

(1. 15)

Shannon and Depew (88, 89) have collected data in the thermal

entry region and beyond for the uniform heating of water and ethylene

glycol. On one of the water runs and on all of the ethylene glycol

runs shown, the data lie below the line for the constant property

solution. No satisfying explanation was given by the authors. An-

other interesting trend of the data was observed at low values of

Gzx. Typically the value of Nu
x reached a minimum and subsequently

rose rapidly as Gzx decreased further (flow moved downstream).

There was no apparent region of fully developed flow. Other data
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and analytical results have indicated a region of full thermal develop-

ment where the local Nusselt number is constant at a given flow and

flux rate. A possible explanation is that the method of wall tempera-

ture measurement used by the authors indicated a local circumfer-

ential value rather than an average value. In any event, the corre-

lation of

(--2-111 ) (Nu
x

- Nu ) vs Ra 1/4/Nu
alb xo xo

scattered the data. As a criterion for defining the region of neglible

biloyar'. effect (Ra1/4/Nu ) < 2 was suggested. Nu is thexo xo

Nusselt number based on the constant property solution.

Petukhov and Polyakov (76, 77, 78, 79) have studied heat trans-

fer to water in a uniformly heated horizontal pipe. They obtained a

transition criterion for the onset of significant secondary flow,

Ratr = 6.37

Ratr = 18000

and recommended a

Nux = Nu
xo

x 10

+ 83

correlation:

1 +

3
Gzx Gzx

1Gzx .7
, Gzx

>

<

460

460

(1.16)

(1.17)

(1. 18)
Ratr

Their data show a trend typical of those in most of the recent inves-

tigations. The plot in Figure 1.4 shows this characteristic pattern.



Increasing
Ra*

11

Ln Gzx

Figure 1.4. Plot showing typical findings from recent investigations
of horizontal pipe flows.

The Nu
x used is an average circumferential value at a particular

axial position.

Petukhov and Polyakov have also plotted separately the values

of local Nusselt number at the top of the pipe and at the bottom of the

pipe against local Graetz number. The data taken at the top of the

pipe fall below the line for the constant property solution, while the

data taken at the bottom of the pipe are above the line.

Also of interest in this investigation is a sketch of the iso-

therms in the cross section of a flow with Re = 960 and Ra = 2.8 x

107. The coldest region is centered very close to the bottom
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indicating that the temperature gradients in the vicinity of the bottom

are extremely high.

In order to minimize circumferential conduction in the tube wall,

Bergies and Simonds (3) used a glass tube for the heated section. The

outside of the tube was coated to a nominal depth of 16 microns with

a conductive material so that uniform heating could be applied via

electrical resistance. The data taken for water in the fully developed

region exhibit considerable scatter. The authors speculated that

some of the problem probably was due to the non-uniformity of the

coating on the tube. Based on their data and some previous investi-

gations, the authors produced a "predictions plot" for heat transfer

to water flowing in horizontal tubes that are uniformly heated.

Except as noted, the following papers are analytical studies of

the secondary flow contribution to horizontal pipe flows with uniform

heating.

Morton (69) modeled the problem by superimposing a small

secondary flow on the forced flow. The perturbation parameter

chosen was Ra, and the technique has validity in the region Gr
4

3000 and (Gr /4 Pe) < 100. A corrected version of the solution (67)

which is confined to the fully developed region is:

*
Nu 1 +(0.1036 0.0007Pr+0.3334Pr 2) (Gr /4

48/11 4608 +.
(1.19)
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Del Casal and Gill (16) have extended Morton's solution to include

cases of very small Re; however, the perturbation method has

validity only for values of Gr /4 at the low end of the range in which

secondary flows occur.

Faris and Viskanta (22) also used a perturbation method, their

parameter being Gr /4Re3. Some very lengthy expressions for the

velocity and temperature profiles were obtained which match the air

data of Mori, et al. (68) quite well. A solution for the circumferen-

tial average Nusselt number in the fully developed region was also

obtained:

*2
Nu

48/11 = 1.0+ [2.175x10 -8 + 1.0025x 10-7Pr -1
] (1.20)Ra

16Re

The only limits mentioned were those for the case of the flow of air:

Gr /4 Re 12 < 3000 (1.21)

Mori and Futagami (67) developed an integral solution of the

boundary layer equations (for the secondary flow) valid for Pr 'e 1.

They separated the fully developed flow into two regimes - -a thin

layer near the wall where viscosity and thermal conductivity control

transport and a core region where they are ignored. (One might

expect this model to have the greatest validity at relatively large

values of Gr /4.) The heat transfer result,



Nu
48/11 = C

1
(Gr* /4)1/5

CI = 0.1634 for Pr = 0.72

C = 0.1929 for Pr = 1.0

14

(1.22)

matched their experimental results (68) for air; however, the solu-

tions for the velocity/temperature profiles were a poor fit.

Siegwarth, et al. (94) also used a boundary layer model which

they solved for the cases of Pr =1 and Pr 00. They based their

model on the experimental observation that the isotherms in the core

region are horizontal. Although a uniform heat flux was specified at

the outer surface of the tube wall, no variation in circumferential

temperature was allowed at the inside surface. This condition cor-

responds to a thick wall of high thermal conductivity. The possibility

of axial conduction in the tube wall under such extreme conditions was

not addressed. The solution for the case Pr 00 in the fully devel-

oped region was found to be:

Nu = C Ra
*1/5

1
(1.23)

Using an approximate integral solution, the authors obtained C
1

=

0.524. Comparison with the data of Siegwarth and Hanratty (93) for

ethylene glycol (Pr ti 80) was quite good.

The experimental data of Siegwarth and Hanratty were taken to

confirm the analytical approach taken above. A 2-21--inch I.D. , 1-

inch thick aluminum pipe was used in the experiment in order to
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approach the boundary condition adopted for the model. The data and

the results obtained from the analysis agree quite well. Some of the

findings of this investigation were:

1. At a relatively small heating rate where Tw - Tb = 0.05 F

and Ra* = 35,800, the computed Nusselt number was found to be

twice the classic value of 48/11.

2. The secondary flow had very little effect on the axial

velocity profiles. Distortion from the classic parabolic form was

minor. The profiles from the data exhibited maximums that were

slightly above the horizontal plane indicating a temperature-dependent

viscosity effect.

3. Using the solution of Del Casal and Gill (16), there is less

than a 10% effect on the wall shear rate for (Ra /Pe 2) < 12.8.

In applying the results of findings by Siegwarth and co-workers

to thin-wall tubes, the difference in boundary conditions must be kept

in mind. The boundary condition used by these investigators results

in heat transfer that is greater than for the uniform circumferential

heat flux condition.

Newell and Bergles (70) obtained numerical solutions to the

two-dimensional continuity, momentum, and energy equations for the

fully developed region. They used water as the working fluid and

applied a uniform heat flux to two different pipe wall models. The

conditions of a very thick wall with high thermal conductivity, and a
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tube of low thermal conductivity (glass) were modeled. Severe ver-

tical distortion of the temperature and velocity profiles was noted for

relatively modest heat input to the glass tube. Unfortunately, similar

results for the high conductivity tube were not shown. Comparison of

the circumferential average Nusselt number for the two kinds of wall

conditions showed a definite advantage in the high conductivity wall

which increased with tube radius. For example, for an applied heat

flux of 1000 Btu /hr -ft2 and a bulk temperature of 100 F, the Nusselt

numbers were 9.7 and 13.5 for a 1-inch radius and 11.3 and 23.4 for

a -f -inch radius.

Hwang and Cheng (39) used a 'boundary vorticity" method and a

numerical analysis to obtain results for Pr =0.72, 1, 2, 4, 10, 100,

and 500. The region of applicability is believed to be 2000 < C'4r

50000. A stated purpose of the study was to develop a method to

bridge the gap between the perturbation method on the low end and

the boundary layer method on the high end of the Gr /4 range. A

plot of Nu/(48/11) against Gr /4 for the various values of Pr show

asymptotic lines for Nusselt number ratios greater than about 1.1.

The lines are parallel, and the spacing decreases logrithmically as

Pr increases. The analysis was confined to the fully developed

region.

Cheng, Hong, and Hwang (8) applied the same method to the

thermal entrance region of a rectangular duct. They were unable to
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handle the more complicated geometry imposed by circular tubes. A

condition specified was high Prandtl number, which the authors be-

lieve to offer reasonable results for Pr > 10. For a square channel,

the temperature profiles show vertical distortion (due to the secon-

dary flow) far upstream of the fully developed region. For example,

the minimum temperature for the cross section is located below the

horizontal plane at an axial location 2/3 of the distance upstream

from full development for Ra = 30,000. The plot of Nux/(48/11)

against Tr/4Gzx for 1000 < Ra < 300,000 shows the same asymptotic

characteristics as the plot in Figure 1.4. There was found to be no

effect on heat transfer for Ra *< 1000. Also, the effect is negligible

until a certain entry value of Tr/4Gzx is reached which depends on

Ra .

The Effects of Non-Newtonian Behavior

Flow media which depart from the well known Newtonian model,

T = Tl I du/dr I , have received a great deal of attention in recent

years. They are important to many industries including rubber,

plastics, synthetic fibers, petroleum, soap, cosmetics, pharma-

ceuticals, cement, food, paper, paint, biological fluids, printing,

ore processing, brewing, and distilling.

The departure from Newtonian behavior can result in peculiar

phenomena. Dilatant fluids (viscosity increases with shear rate)
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"shatter" with a loud crack when a critical flow rate is attained in a

confined flow. Viscoelastic fluids (exhibiting elastic behavior) climb

a rotating shaft due to the tensile normal stresses generated. Visco-

elastic behavior in the turbulent flow of dilute polymer solutions re-

duces the drag even though the viscosity is greater than that of the

original fluid.

Non-Newtonian behavior has been observed only in fluids where

particles, bubbles, or large molecules are present in the fluid media.

A change in the flow rate causes a change in the interaction between

the particles resulting in non-linear behavior. For example, the

macromolecules in many polymer solutions have a "pig's tail" struc-

ture. At low flow rates they are oriented in a random fashion in the

flow media and tend to become greatly entangled with one another.

As the flow rate is increased, the molecules tend to straighten and

orient themselves more in the flow direction. At the same time

degradation increases as more of the molecules are sheared or

pulled apart. The result is a decrease in apparent viscosity (T/:/)

with the increasing shear rate, y (pseudoplasticity).

The entanglement of the molecules also explains the viscoelas-

tic behavior of most polymers. The helical-shaped molecules inter-

act like entangled springs.

Other particle interaction mechanisms are created by electro-

static bonding of particles into chains. In still others, macro-
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molecules are formed by agglomeration. The subsequent change in

particle bonding under varying flow conditions causes non-linear

behavior.

Dilatant behavior is a relatively rare phenomenon that has been

documented in certain suspensions of particles in the 5-20 micron

range. The particle concentration necessary for such behavior is

usually 30-50% by volume and quite critical. A possible mechanism

to explain such behavior follows. At low shear rates, the particle

surfaces are well lubricated by the fluid media and slide over each

other with relative ease. At progressively higher shear rates the

particles interact at an increasing rate to scrape dry more and more

of the surface of an adjacent particle. This results in an increase in

flow resistance which appears as an increase in apparent viscosity

with increasing shear rate. The range of shear rates for which dila-

tant behavior is exhibited is usually quite limited. Once thought to be

related to volume dilatancy, Metzner and Whitlock (58) have demon-

strated otherwise.

In a tube flow, pseudoplastic behavior promotes the same dis-

tortion of the velocity profile as heating does in the case of tempera-

ture-dependent viscosity. That is, the profile becomes blunt and

steeper at the wall. Dilatant behavior promotes the opposite effect,

analogous to cooling in the case of temperature-dependent viscosity.

Thus, one would expect an increase in heat transfer as pseudoplastic
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behavior becomes more severe; and conversely, a decrease in heat

transfer as the degree of dilatancy increases.

An introduction to basic rheology is given by Fredrickson (27).

Bird (5) has written a review of the use of various empirical models

to describe flow behavior. Skelland (95) has covered the non-Newton-

ian flow and heat transfer state of the art from a design standpoint.

In order to accomplish analytical progress in studying heat

transfer to non-Newtonian fluids, a compromise has been made.

Simplicity at the expense of accuracy has been the criterion in the

choice of rheological models. Any one of these models cannot begin

to describe the wide range of behavior which has simply been labeled

non-Newtonian. The rheologists dream, a general constituitive

equation which simply and accurately describes the behavior of all

fluids under a broad range of temperature and flow conditions, is not

a reality. In the absence of a general equation, the engineer has had

to use a patch-work of relatively simple empirical equations each of

which is justified for a particular class of fluids over a limited range

of temperature and flow conditions. Hence, a vast literature has

been developed, each investigation embracing a particular rheological

model.
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Non-Newtonian Effects--Isothermal Tube Wall

Isothermal wall data have been gathered for a variety of fluids.

Orr and Dallavalle (73) studied the vertical flow of water-clay, water-

powdered copper, water-powdered aluminum, ethylene glycol-

graphite, and ethelene glycol-aluminum. Thomas (98) studied

thorium oxide-water. Charm and Merrill (7) used ammonium algi-

nate, applesauce, and banana puree in their work.

The majority of data have been collected for polymer melts and

solutions. Polymer melt data have been taken by Gee and Lyon (28),

Griskey and Wiehe (32), Forsythe and Murphy (26), and Collins and

Filisko (15). Polymer solution data were taken by Metzner, Vaughn,

and Houghton (59) for water-CMC and water-carbopol; Metzner and

Gluck (57) for water-carbopol; Hanks and Christiansen (35) and

Christiansen and Craig (9) for water-CMC and water-carbopol; and

Oliver and Jenson (72) for water-CMC, water-carbopol, water-

polyox, and ethyl alcohol-carbopol.

Analytical studies employing the power law model,

T = Kyn (1.24)

have been made by Lyche and Bird (49), Toor (99, 100, 101), White-

man and Drake (105), Pawlek and Tien (75), and Foraboschi and de

Federico (24). Hirai (37), Wissler and Schechter (106), Kumar (46),
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Stephan (96), and Samant and Marner (82) obtained solutions for the

Bingham plastic model:

T = T
0

+ ri
0

Shulman, et al. (90) employed a non-linear plastic,

nT + n N'i

0 0

(1.25)

(1.26)

in their analysis.

None of the above analyses have included property variation

with temperature. Solutions using a temperature-dependent power

law are documented by Forsyth and Murphy (26), Hanks and Chris-

tiansen (35), Christiansen and Craig (9), Korayem (44), Christiansen,

Jensen, and Tao (11), and McKillop et al. (53, 54). Gee and Lyon

(28) used a temperature-dependent Ellis model.

iT = no 1+K-rn , no = no(T) (1.27)

and Christiansen and Jensen (10) adopted a temperature-dependent

Powell-Eyring model,

(AH/RT 1 -1 :ie AH/RT
110Y e + s inh

C1 C2
T

in obtaining solutions.

(1.28)
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Non-Newtonian EffectsUniform Heat Flux

Lyon (50) has developed equations for the case of uniform heat

flux at the wall which can be used with any temperature-independent

rheological model. The equations which are restricted to the ther-

mally fully developed region include:

1 2
Nu

a
2 V

Z d Z (1. 29)

where Z is a dummy variable and 2r/D.

Sestak and Charles (87) extended Lyon's solution to include

radial-dependent heat generation. For the special case of viscous

dissipation using the power law model, for the fully developed region

they obtained:

Nu
B(n)

nB(n)
1 - Br'8(3n+1)

(1. 30)

where B(n) is the solution by Bird (4)(shown below) and others for

the case without viscous dissipation, and Br' is the modified Brink-

mann number.

Bird (4) has obtained asymptotic solutions (in addition to a

series solution) for large and small values of the dimensionless

axial coordinate. Using the power law model, Bird obtained

Nu
x

= 1.412 5 1/3 Gz 1/3
x

(1. 31)
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for the thermal entry region. For power law fluids, 6= (3n +1 /4n)

and for 4 6Ciz
x > 100 the error is less than 1% compared to the

series solution. Except for the 61/3 term which corrects for the

non-Newtonian effect on the shear rate, the solution is the same as

for the constant property Newtonian case.

For the fully developed regime, Bird obtained:

Nu = 8(n +l)(n +3)(n +5)

n3+13n2+43n+31 (1. 32)

A solution for the Ellis model also appears in this paper. All of the

solutions were restricted to the condition of temperature-independent

properties.

Grigull (31) obtained the same solution as Bird for the fully

developed region using the power law model. Temperature variation

of properties was not included.

Gill (29) added the possibility of viscous dissipation to the model

and obtained a series solution. As with most of the series solutions,

the eigenvalues are functions of the rheology parameters (in this case,

n). Consequently, a new set of eigenvalues must be obtained for each

new n.

Michiyoshi and Matsumoto (61) solved the same problem sub-

stituting uniform heat generation in lieu of viscous dissipation. Some

results were obtained for Gzx < 25 Tr.
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McKillop (52) used the power law model and a numerical solu-

tion of the continuity, momentum, and energy equations for two-dimen-

sional flow to get results for pseudoplastic fluids. Temperature vari-

ation of properties was not allowed, and both fully developed and uni-

form entry velocity profiles were specified. For the case of fully

developed entry flow, Nu
x

showed a 7. 5% increase when n was

changed from 1 to 0. 5 at Gzx = 100.7. At the same Gzx, for a

change in n from 1 to 0, a 119% increase in Nu
x was observed.

Other power law solutions include those by Inman (40) for the

fully developed region and circumferentially varying heat flux, and

by Deyoung and Scheele (18) for flow in a vertical pipe. In neither

case is the rheology temperature dependent.

The Bingham plastic model was used by Michiyoshi (60) and

Michiyoshi, Matsumoto, and Hozumi (62) to investigate, first the

fully developed region, and then a short way into the thermal entry

region (Gzx < 12. 5 Tr). Both investigations include internal heat

gene ration.

Matsuhisa and Bird (56) used a 6 based on the Ellis model to

modify Bird's previous thermal entry region solution. The Ellis

model was then applied to the Lyon solution to obtain results for the

fully developed region. Ellis model solutions for isothermal flow and

isothermal walls were also presented.

Mitsuishi and Miyatake (63) also obtained solutions for the Ellis



model. They solved both the isothermal wall and the uniform heat

flux problem. Eigenvalues for 5 values of the model parameter, n,

are given for each solution.

Schenk and Van Laar (85) investigated the flow of Prandtl-

Eyring fluids,

T = C
1

sink-1(k)Cz
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( 1. 33)

where C1 and C2 are empirical constants. Provision for specifying

the external (outside tube surface) Nusselt number was made. Only

cooling was allowed and results were obtained for flows with and

without viscous dissipation. The cases investigated included infinite,

finite, and zero external Nusselt number. Typical of other eigen-

value solutions, the results are limited to relatively small values of

Gzx (near the end of thermal entry region).

In other papers, Schechter and Wissler (83) and Henning and

Yang (36) have obtained solutions for the flow of Bingham plastics in

tubes with insulated walls. Both analyses include internal heat gen-

eration, and the latter paper gives experimental data on the Jou lean

heating of aluminum-sulfuric acid slurries.

The investigations described so far have been conducted with

the restriction of temperature-independent transport properties.

Mizushina et al. (66) derived a solution using the power law with

temperature-dependent consistency, K. They modified Bird's
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)0. 1 in0.
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These solutions were supported by data taken using glycerol (New-

tonian) and aqueous solutions of CMC. The data include the region

10 < Gz < 300 which covers the end of the developing region andx

the beginning of full development. Significant scatter suggests the

possibility of buoyant effects which are not accounted for.

Using a temperature-dependent power law, Mitsuishi and

Miyatake (64, 65) paralleled Pigford's work. In their derivation a

uniform shear rate is specified all along the pipe wall. To compen-

sate for this inaccuracy, the authors evaluate 5x at the axial mean

wall temperature up to that point. Plots of 6 as a function of dimen-

sionless heat flux (which includes the temperature dependence param-

eter for the rheology) and 1/n are presented. The solution differs

from Bird's only in the method of evaluating 6.

Experimental data taken in a vertical pipe for aqueous solutions

of CMC are also presented. The flow behavior indices (n) of the

fluids were 0. 735, 0. 667, and 0. 606. Natural convection effects

were not considered. The approximate range of local Graetz num-

bers covered were 25 < Gzx < 1500.

Cochrane (12, 13) investigated the thermal entry region for

temperature-dependent power law flows by solving the boundary layer

equations numerically. The results show a 3, 7. 5, and 19% increase

in heat transfer over the Newtonian case for n = 0. 75, 0. 50, and
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0.25 respectively (with no temperature variation of viscosity). Using

a rheological model,

T K(ye
. AH/RT)n

(1.34)

where iSH is the so-called activation energy and R is the universal

gas constant, he obtained results for both heating (12) and cooling

(13). For dimensionless flux, 95 = q"D/kTo = 2.0, n= 1, Pro = 1000,

and LIH/RT
o

= 5, the increase in Nu
x is 5% at Gz

x
Tr
4

x 105 and

14% at Gzx = 4 x 102 compared to the constant property solution.

For AH/RT
o

= 10 and other conditions the same, the increase is 7

and 27% respectively. In the case of cooling, the magnitude of

imposed was low (0. 25). However, of interest is the comparison of

the relative changes in Nux from the constant property solution. The

relative decrease in Nu
x was almost twice as great during cooling

as the relative increase during heating.

Bader, McKillop, and Harper (1) also solved the boundary

layer equations for entrance region flow of temperature-dependent

power law fluids. The results are compared with data taken on

aqueous hydroxyethylcellulose and sucrose and aqueous HEC alone.

The flow condition on entry to the heated section was one of uniform

velocity. Results for entrance Prandtl numbers from 144 to 270 are

reported for the two fluids with n= 0.85 and 0.62. The results are

not presented in terms of the usual Nux against Gzx and are difficult
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to interpret. In addition, the paper is brief and further weakened by

the unavailability of the back-up reference.

Khabakhpasheva, Popov, and Perepelitsa (42) and Kutateladze

et al. (47) report what is apparently the same set of data on the flow

of a 1% aqueous solution of Polyacrilamide. The fluid is viscoelastic;

however, for fully developed, steady, laminar flow in circular tubes

(in the absence of natural convection) no elastic effects emerge. The

data are presented in terms of Nu
x)C1/3, where X is a factor eval-

uated from an uncommon rheological model (at least in Western lit-

erature). In addition, the local Nusselt numbers have been "reduced

to quasi-isothermal conditions by extrapolating to zero values of the

heat flux. " These factors make it virtually impossible to interpret

the data.

Etchart (20) took rheological data for several non-Newtonian

fluids from the literature and obtained heat transfer results for them.

He used a temperature-dependent Powell-Eyring model and solved

the boundary layer equations numerically.

Forrest and Wilkinson (25) chose a temperature-dependent non-

linear plastic and the momentum and energy equations without the

radial velocity terms to model the problem. The equations were

solved numerically, and results were obtained for both heating and

cooling. Additional results were also obtained showing the effects of

viscous dissipation.
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Buoyancy in Non-Newtonian Pipe Flows

The only attempts to account for buoyancy effects in non-New-

tonian horizontal pipe flows have been made by Metzner and Gluck

(57) and Oliver and Jenson (72). Both of these studies were experi-

mental and involved isothermal wall conditions.

Metzner and Gluck correlated results obtained from aqueous

solutions of carbopol and the data of Charm and Merrill (7) for aque-

ous ammonium alginate, applesauce, and banana puree. The corre-

lation,
K 0.14

1/3( b D
mNu = 1. 75 6 G z +12. 6 Pr Gr

w w (1. 35)

scattered the data appreciably, but was an improvement over other

correlations which ignored buoyancy effects.

Oliver and Jenson took data on the heating and cooling of aque-

ous solutions of carbopol, polyox, and CMC and ethyl alcohol-carbo-

pol. They found that their data were better correlated by

K 14

L3
Kw

Num = 1. 75 Gzab + O. 0083 (Grw Prw )°. 711/3
(1-. 36)

than by the Metzner and Gluck equation. However, they agreed with

Metzner and Gluck that the wall conditions control natural convection

in non-Newtonian horizontal flows. They show that buoyancy can

have a greater effect on the rate of heat transfer than either the
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non-Newtonian or temperature-dependent viscosity effects. Based on

their results, they claim that heat transfer can be increased as much

as 100% for less viscous non-Newtonian fluids.

At this time, no work has been reported on the effect ofvis-

coelasticity in laminar pipe flows which have developed secondary

flow s.

Conclusion

Heat transfer to laminar, non-Newtonian, horizontal pipe flows

has been well investigated for the case of isothermal walls. Although

the effects of buoyancy can be important under certain circumstances

for the isothermal wall, it is of greater importance in flows with uni-

form heat flux at the boundary. Unfortunately, the lumped parameter

correlations developed for the isothermal wall are of little use for the

uniform heat flux case where local values are of interest.

Exclusive of the effects of buoyancy, the case of uniform heat

flux has received a great deal of analytical attention. However, only

Newtonian fluids have been investigated to determine secondary flow

effects. Even those studies are not exhaustive. The experimental

data for non-Newtonian flows in uniformly heated (or cooled) hori-

zontal pipes are sparce and poorly documented.
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2. OBJECTIVE AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT

Objective of Present Study

The objective of this investigation is to gather experimental

data on the uniform heating of pseudoplastic fluids in laminar flow in

horizontal, circular tubes so that the effects of non-Newtonian beha-

vior, temperature-dependent viscosity, and buoyancy on the rate of

heat transfer can be interpreted.

In order to assist in the interpretation of the results, compari-

son with and utilization of existing theory and analyses will be attempt-

ed. A lumped parameter correlation accounting for the various ef-

fects will be sought.

Design of Experiment

It was obvious from the outset that the entire thermal entrance

region could not be investigated. Full development for flows without

appreciable natural convection occurs for Graetz numbers in the

vicinity of 10. Either very low flow rates or very long heated sec-

tions are necessary to obtain this value. The maximum test section

length that could be accommodated in the available facilities was 10

feet. This allowed room for a flow development section not to exceed

5 feet. It was deemed undesirable to turn the flow after entering the

flow development section and before leaving the test section.
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The working fluids chosen were dilute aqueous solutions of the

polymers sodium carboxyrnethylcellulose (CMC) and polyethylene

oxide (polyox). These fluids have been used extensively by others

who have conducted non-Newtonian investigations and their character-

istics are well known. Their behavior is pseudopiastic, and the de-

gree of behavior increases with increasing concentration. Aqueous

CMC produces flow behavior indices (n) as low as 0.6 to 0.7, and

aqueous polyox as low as 0.3 to 0.4. Behavior is maintained over a

wide range of shear rates. The fluids are non-toxic; and the proper-

ties, other than viscosity, are essentially equal to those of water.

Their cost is not prohibitive.

A dilatant flow system of ethylene glycol and corn starch was

also considered. This system has been investigated extensively by

Griskey and Green (33, 34), Roberts (81), and earlier by Fisher (23,

p. 194). It was not found possible to duplicate their results over a

significant range of shear rates, and plans for its use were aban-

doned.

Test section diameters of 0.5 and 1.0 inches were selected

primarily due to their popular use in practice. In addition, smaller

sizes have a larger wall thickness to diameter ratio increasing the

possibility of significant heat conduction in the wall. Smaller sizes

also discourage buoyancy since the buoyancy parameter Gr varies

directly with D4. Larger diameters drop the wall shear rate and
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lower the heat flux input possible for a given flow. Large diameters

also increase heater costs and construction time.

Based on flange design, plastic pipe wall strength, pumping

losses, and the possibility of viscous dissipation, the maximum

allowable pressure drop along the entry and test sections was set at

100 psi. Using viscometric data obtained on the most viscous fluid

to be tested, a maximum flow rate of 1 ft 3/min was calculated. This

calculation was made on the assumption of a 5-ft long flow develop-

ment section.

The maximum wall shear rate expected for this flow rate was

calculated and found to be within the capability of the available vis-

cometer. The maximum hydrodynamic entry length based on the

least viscous fluid to be tested was found to be 2.4 ft. This was cal-

culated using the Newtonian model (which is conservative):

Le = 0.0575 DRe (2. 1)

The maximum Reynolds number expected was 500. To assure full

development of the flow, an entry length of 5 ft was chosen for both

test sections.

In order to minimize the possibility of heat transfer to or from

the fluid in the entrance section, an entry temperature of 70 F was

chosen. To stay well away from the boiling point, a maximum wall

temperature of 180 F was selected. Using the constant property
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Graetz-type solution, the maximum power input necessary to achieve

this temperature for a number of flow rates from 0.1 to 1.0 ft 3 /min

was determined. This figure was scaled up approximately 50% to

account for an increase in heat transfer due to property variation

with temperature. The maximum design power was thereby set at

7500 watts.

Using the results of the above solution, axial positions at which

wall temperatures were to be recorded were chosen. Positions were

chosen at 10 F changes in the wall temperature in order to space the

data conveniently. The initial position was chosen at 3 inches from

the entrance to the test section. This was the closest position to the

entrance at which axial conduction was calculated not to exceed 2% of

the input heat flux. Other positions chosen were 9, 18, 30, 48, 72,

96, and 117 inches from the entrance of the test section. To provide

for the possibility of the presence of buoyancy, it was decided to

monitor the temperature at the top and bottom of the tube wall at each

axial location.

With these design criteria in mind, it was planned to run flow

rates of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 ft 3/min for each fluid and each test sec-

tion. Two or 3 concentrations of each polymer would be used to

cover the range in flow behavior indices from 0.3 to 1.0. In each

case, the power necessary to bring the maximum wall temperature
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to 180 F would be applied. As a result, a large amount of local heat

transfer data would be collected for 100 < Gzx < 40,000.
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3. DESCRIPTION, DESIGN, AND CONSTRUCTION
OF APPARATUS

A schematic diagram of the entire test apparatus is shown in

Figure 3.1. Fluid was drawn from the feed tank by the pump through

a short span of 2 in. piping. It was pushed through 11-inch piping to

the tube side of the heat exchanger where it was cooled by water on

the shell side. From there the fluid passed through more 11-inch

piping to a static mixer where temperature gradients were destroyed.

It then flowed through a 10-inch long viewing section just prior to

having its bulk temperature measured. The flow was then routed to

one of two entrance sections which were flanged to the test sections.

Once in the test section, the fluid was uniformly heated by electrical

resistance heaters located on the walls. Thermocouples located at

various axial positions along the test section monitored the wall tem-

peratures, At the exit to the test section another static mixer pre-

pared the fluid for a bulk temperature measurement. Upon leaving

the mixer, the fluid was transported via 11 -inch piping to a weight

tank atop a beam balance scale. From there it was dumped back into

the feed tank. A tank mixer kept the fluid supply to the pump at uni-

form temperature and provided mixing capability in preparing the

working fluids.

A wood framework was used to support the apparatus and pro-

vide a means of inclosing the test sections. The inclosure extended
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from a point 1 ft upstream of the inlet flanges to the end of the static

mixer beyond the outlet of the test section. It was filled with loose,

vermiculite insulation. It was 24 inches wide and 18 inches deep.

The purpose of using loose insulation in lieu of a wrap type was to

eliminate the problem of getting around obstructions within the inclo-

sure. A disadvantage encountered with the loose insulation was diffi-

culty in its handling. Removal and replacement were tedious, and in

the process, a choking dust filled the room.

Flow System

A 55-gal steel drum was used for the feed tank. The bottom

was removed, the drum inverted, and the 2-inch fitting (once at the

top) was used as the exit.

The tank mixer was driven by a 240 volt DC motor, rated at

1/3 HP at 1750 rpm, through a 5 to 1 gear reduction unit. Power

was provided by a 110 volt variable transformer coupled to a 2:1

step-up transformer and a full wave bridge rectifier. A 4-inch

diameter, 3 blade, paddle stirrer was scaled up from a design

recommended by Union Carbide Corp. (102, p. 5) for the mixing of

water-soluble polymers.

The pump was a Moyno, 2L4, "progressing cavity" type with a

tool steel rotor and a Buna N rubber stator. It was selected to pro-

vide a steady, almost positive displacement, flow with less shearing
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action than a gear pump or a centrifugal pump. The rotor was 18 in.

long and lfin. in diameter. It performed much like a screw con-

veyer. As the rotor turned within the stator, the fluid was pushed

along in a cavity that progressed downstream. Increasing pressure

and/or increasing viscosity reduced the capacity. However, the

process was the next best thing to positive displacement.

The pump was rated by the manufacturer at 24 gpm at 1200 rpm

for fluids with viscosity in the range 1-1000 centipoise and moderate

exit pressure. Output dropped to 9 gpm at 450 rpm for a viscosity of

2500-5000 cp. These outputs decreased to 22 gpm and 6.7 gpm

respectively when the exit pressure was increased to 80 psig.

The pump was driven by a 240 volt DC motor rated at 2 HP at

1750 rpm. Speed reduction was accomplished by V-belt and sheaves.

The sheaves had pitch diameters of 2.65 and 8.0 inches resulting in

a 3.06:1 speed reduction.

Power was supplied to the motor armature using a 220 volt

variable transformer and a full wave bridge rectifier. Rectifier out-

put was smoothed with 2000 pi of capacitance. Power to the field was

supplied from 208 line voltage and a full wave bridge rectifier.

Smoothing was provided by 20 i.t.f of capacitance.

The shell and tube heat exchanger had 2 tube passes and

approximately 20 ft 2 of heat transfer area. The tubes were 3/4 inch

in diameter and 5 ft.long. The shell side inlet was connected to city
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water by a rubber hose. A rubber hose at the exit led to a drain.

According to the design specifications for the experiment, the area

was more than adequate.

Construction of the static mixers was based on a design patented

by Kenics Co. (74). The mixer consisted of a series of "bow tie"

elements that were fabricated from 0.10 inch, annealed aluminum

sheet. Rectangular pieces, 1.939 inches wide and 3.25 inches long,

were held at one end while the other end was twisted 180°. Equal

numbers of clockwise and counter-clockwise elements were made,

the ends notched, and joined at right angles with epoxy glue. Ele-

ment twist directions were alternated in the joining process. The

idea of the design was to split, develop, and turn the flow with each

new element. For N elements, the flow would be divided into 2N

strata, and the size of each strata would be D/2N.

Ten elements were coated with epoxy paint and inserted into a

2-inch, "hi-temp" PVC pipe 30 inches long. The ends were capped

with reducing couplings to retain the elements and provide coupling

to 11 -inch pipe.

The entrance section ahead of the small test section was 1-

inch, schedule 80, PVC pipe (0.840-inch OD and 0, 546 -inch ID) with

a length of 5 ft. Plastic pipe, with its low thermal conductivity, was

used to limit conduction losses from the test section. The large test

section was preceded by 5 ft of 1 inch, schedule 40, PVC pipe
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(1.315-inch OD and 1.049-inch ID).

The entrance sections were flanged to the test sections. The

flange for the small entrance section was fabricated from i -inch

PVC flat stock. Its outside diameter was 3-4- inches. Four 3/8-inch

diameter holes were drilled on a 2 inch bolt circle, and the center of

the flange was drilled and tapped for Z -inch pipe. The entrance pipe

was threaded and screwed into the flange to within 1/8 inch of the

bearing face.

A standard 1-inch, 150 psi, PVC flange was used for the large

entrance section. It was a slip-on type secured with PVC cement.

The end of the pipe was butted against a lip on the flange 1/8 inch

from the bearing face.

The small test section was fabricated from a 10 ft-7/8 inch

long piece of 5/8-inch OD, hard drawn, copper tubing. Wall thick-

ness was 0.040 inch giving an inside diameter of 0.545 inch. A

1-1/8-inch OD, 0.035-inch wall copper tube of the same length was

used for the large test section. It had an inside diameter of 1.055

inch.

The flanges on both test sections were fabricated from 4 -inch

carbon steel plate. They matched the dimensions of the correspond-

ing flanges on the entrance sections except that 5/16-inch bolt holes

were drilled. The flanges were silver-soldered to the test sections

leaving a 1/8-inch lip at each end.
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Assembly to the entrance sections was made using 1/16-inch

thick rubber gaskets and 5/16-inch steel bolts. The lip on each test

section was a snug fit inside the corresponding entrance section

flange. When the sections were mated, the edge of the test section

was within 1/16 inch of the edge of the entrance section.

The test sections were supported vertically and horizontally at

the entrance by inserting the flange bolts through a z inch thick piece

of plywood which was in turn bolted to the supporting structure. The

reaction from the pressure drop in the entrance and test sections

was taken here. The small test section was given additional verti-

cal support at two midspan locations and at the opposite end using

light construction from wood and PVC. The large test section was

given additional support at the mid-point and at the opposite end in a

similar manner. The materials used and the care taken to minimize

the heat transfer area limited the conduction losses from the

supports.

The small test section was located with its center axis 5 inches

from the inside wall of the inclosure and 9 inches from the bottom.

The large test section axis was 9 inches from the opposite side and

9 inches from the bottom.

The flanges which mated the test sections to the exit piping

were identical in size to those at the entrance. They were composed

of CPVC "hi temp" (chlorinated PVC) material for operation at the
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higher temperatures at the outlet. The exit piping, from test section

to weigh tank, was also of the same material. Exceptions were the

Celcon gate valves near the test section exits.

The weigh tank was constructed from a 17-gallon steel drum.

The side fitting was used in attaching 11-inch piping and a Celcon

gate valve.

A photograph of the apparatus in which the pump, feed tank,

tank mixer, weigh tank, and scale are prominent is displayed as

Figure 3.2. The stirrer is unattached from the mixer and sitting

along side the motor.

The static mixer used upstream of the test sections is shown

in Figure 3.3. Two elements are displayed in the foreground. The

thermocouple reference junctions and ice bath container are on the

left, and the heat exchanger is in the background.

A view of the test sections in place with the loose insulation

removed from the inclosure is shown in Figure 3.4. The white con-

duit between the test sections contained the thermocouple wires and

provided a surface for running the heater hookup wire.

Test Section Heaters

Selection of Heaters

Several methods of uniformly heating pipe flows have been used.

They include:
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Figure 3.2. View of test apparatus showing pump, feed tank, tank
mixer, weigh tank, and scale.

Figure 3. 3. View of entrance piping, heat exchanger, static mixer,
mixer elements, and thermocouple reference junctions
with ice bath container.
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Figure 3.4. Test sections with surrounding insulation removed.

1. Joulean heating of the pipe wall.

2. Coating a non-conducting pipe with a thin conductive layer.

3. Wrapping the pipe with nichrome wire or ribbon..

4. Applying longitudinal strips of nichrome wire or ribbon to

the pipe wall,

All of these methods incorporate electrical resistance heating of the

conductive media.

In evaluating these methods for possible use in this investiga-

tion, the following factors were considered:

1. Heat losses from lead wires.
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2. Uniformity of heat distribution.

3. Effect of temperature on heating elements and insulators.

4. Effect of method on wall temperature measurement.

5. Power supplies available.

6. Availability of materials.

7. Construction complexity.

Jou lean heating of the pipe wall by simply supplying an electric

current to it was an attractive possibility. The advantages are sim-

plicity of construction, easily available materials, and the absence

of insulating materials (which might overheat). The best material

from a resistivity standpoint is stainless steel. Tubing is readily

available in a variety of sizes. The tolerances are no worse than for

wire or ribbon and are better than those on thin conductive films.

However, in order to keep a reasonable tolerance, the limit on wall

thickness is about 10 mils (0.010 in.).

For a design I. D. of 0.5 and 1.0 in., very high currents would

be needed to dissipate the maximum design power of 7500 watts. A

power supply capable of delivering approximately 500 amps would be

required. In addition, the high currents would require large lead

wires through which substantial heat losses would occur. Another

problem is introduced in measuring the wall temperature. If the

thermocouples are fastened directly to the wall, the measurement

system must operate above ground, creating a shock hazard. If the
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thermocouples are insulated from the wall with a thin strip of film,

a sizable measurement error can occur.

Coating a non-conductive tube with a conductive layer is also

attractive for its simplicity of construction (provided someone else

does the coating). However, film thickness must be on the order of

10 microns, and the control is not very good. Users have reported

large uncertainties. Another negative factor for this method is the

relative high cost of meeting the design criteria.

Wrapping the pipe with nichrome wire or ribbon is a low cost

alternative. The element size can be matched to almost any power

requirement, and low currents can be used. Though the concept is

simple, construction problems are more formidable. Each wrap

must be insulated from the pipe wall as well as its immediate neigh-

bors. The insulation must be thin enough to prevent the heater ele-

ment from attaining temperatures which would destroy the insulation

integrity, yet it must be strong enough to resist puncture.

A serious problem peculiar to the wrapping method is the

possibility of local hot spots due to element expansion. Although

temperatures are moderate, the relatively long length of heater ele-

ment comprising the wrap can expand substantially. If the expansion

localizes, the heater element will pull away from the wall and sub-

sequently overheat. Such overheating is not so much a danger to the

element as to the insulation which is sensitive to high temperatures.
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Application of longitudinal nichrome wires or ribbons to the

pipe wall has advantages similar to wrapping but with a lower risk

of developing local hot spots. Shorter element lengths and element

layout discourage the localization and diminish the magnitude of the

expansion. This method requires the most construction time; how-

ever, the materials are inexpensive. Since this method was able to

satisfy our requirements and more closely match our capabilities, it

was chosen.

Design of Heaters

Initially the task of design and construction of the heaters was

turned over to Electrofilm Corporation. Their design entailed the

use of nichrome wire elements which ran longitudinally along the

tube. The elements were spaced 0.1 inch and were held in place in

a silicon rubber medium bonded to the tube wall. Unfortunately, cold

regions between the elements made the test sections unsuitable for

use in this investigation.

Design and construction were then undertaken in the laboratory

using closely spaced longitudinal elements of nichrome ribbon. The

design criteria formulated were:

1. Heater element area equal to the inside area of the tube.

2. Overall heater resistance in the range 2.1 < R < 12 ohms,

with a target of 7-8 ohms.
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The second criterion was dictated by the size of the available power

supply.

In trying to cover the maximum possible area and for ease of

construction, it was desirable to minimize the number of elements.

However, larger widths required reduced thicknesses, not only to

meet resistance specifications, but also to conform to the tube wall.

Availability decided the issue, and a 1/8-inch wide, 35 BWG, 0.93

ohm/ft ribbon was chosen. The design for each test section was

developed around this choice of ribbon and the two design criteria.

A schematic diagram of the layout of the heater elements for

the small (0. 545 -in I.D.) test section is shown in Figure 3.5. The

solid lines are individual elements, and the dashed lines are lower

resistance connections and lead wires. The design consisted of 7

pairs of elements running the length of the test section (10 ft,

nominal). The elements in each pair were at the same potential,

and no attempt was made to isolate them from each other.

Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram of heater layout for small test sec-
tion.
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Connections at the ends and midpoint were made such that one might

think of the design as 35 ft of paired elements at the front end in

parallel (electrically) with the 35 ft at the other end. The resistance

is 8.14 ohms for such a model, and the heater area is 102% of the

inside wall area.

A schematic diagram of the layout of the heater elements for

the large (1.055-in. I. D.) test section is shown in Figure 3.6. The

design consisted of 13 pairs of elements running the length of the test

section. In order to determine the resistance of this design, one

might think of it as equivalent to three 43.33-ft. pairs (each end and

the middle) in parallel with one another. The resistance is 6.72

ohms, and the heater area is 98. 1% of the inside wall area.

I

- - -
Figure 3. 6. Schematic diagram of heater layout for large test sec-

tion.
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Construction of Heaters

Construction of the heaters, placing, and securing them on the

test sections presented some formidable problems. First of all, it

was necessary to isolate the elements electrically from the tube wall.

This requirement created a new problem in that a temperature drop

across the insulation would be necessary to drive the heat flux. Thus,

the insulation thickness was limited by the maximum temperature it

could sustain without losing its integrity.

Secondly, the elements had to be held temporarily in place so

that the critical spacing between each pair could be accomplished.

The design spacing was about 50 mils on the small test section and

about 20 mils on the large test section. Very often in the construc-

tion the elements had to be removed and re-applied to accomplish the

correct spacing.

In an initial attempt to solve these problems, a 1-mil mylar-

backed tape with 1 mil of acrilic adhesive on each side (total thick-

ness of 3 mils) was tried. The working temperature of the tape was

limited by the adhesive to 130 C. Although the backing was quite

tough, electrical continuity developed between the heater elements

and the tube wall during construction. This apparently resulted

from the presence of metal fragments under the elements which

punctured the tape backing.

Subsequently, one layer of the mylar tape was applied
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longitudinally in lengths not exceeding 2 ft. The tape width was 1

inch. Thus, 2 strips were a perfect fit on the small test section,

while 3 and a large fraction covered the large test section. A 4-mil

fiberglass backed tape with 3 mils of silicon adhesive on one side was

then wound, adhesive side out, without overlap, on top of the mylar

tape. This tape was limited by its adhesive to operation below 180 C.

However, silicon adhesives do not conduct when charred as other

adhesives do, leaving some margin beyond 180 C. The total insula-

tion thickness of 10 mils with thermal conductivity estimated at

0.10 Btu/hr-ft-F, could be expected to induce an 85 C temperature

difference between the elements and the wall of the small test section

when 7500 watts was dissipated. Since the largest wall temperature

was planned to be 85 C, the total of 170 C was less than the critical

temperature.

Another area of concern was that of providing electrical con-

nection between heater elements. The nichrome alloy could not be

soldered; and since the desirable time to make the connections was

during application to the test section, silver soldering, welding, or

brazing were not good alternatives (due to possible damage to the

insulating tape). The problem was solved by using a portable elec-

tric spot-welder to fasten 1/8-inch wide, 5-mil thick, brass strips

to the elements where connections were needed.

Attachment of leads was accomplished by soldering to a brass
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strip that was spot-welded to the appropriate element. The lead was

then rolled up in the strip tightly against the element and further

soldered to prevent a hot spot from developing on the strip. Wire

used for the leads was #12 BWG, stranded copper. Hook-up wire

was #10 BWG, stranded copper.

The final problem to be addressed was the need to work the

heaters around the thermocouples attached to the test section wall.

It was necessary to attach the thermocouples before mounting the

heaters to avoid overheating the insulating tape. (A great deal of

heat was required to solder the thermocouples to the copper wall.)

It was decided to temporarily terminate each element pair just prior

to each thermocouple location. Although only the elements in line

with the thermocouples needed to be routed around them, all of the

element pairs were treated in the same manner to avoid non-

uniformity. Figure 3.7 shows how each pair was temporarily ter-

minated and spliced by spot-welding to a brass strip. Thus, a 3/16 -

inch square area was available to circumvent the thermocouple.

Heating was diminished at a distance of 1/8 inch on either side of

the thermocouple by the presence of the brass strip across the ele-

ment pair. The local effect from this gap in the heating on the wall

temperature is addressed in Chapter 5 and Appendix B.

An added incentive to temporarily terminating the element

pairs was the avoidance of a nightmarish tangle of 10-ft long ribbons.
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Figure 3.7. Method of joining element pairs that were temporarily
terminated at each thermocouple location.

Construction of the heaters by section greatly eased the handling and

spacing problems.

Thus, after laying the insulation on each section, the ribbons

were cut to the appropriate length. The elements in each pair were

then fastened together by spot-welding a brass strip across them at

each end. One end was spot-welded to its temporarily terminated

mate, and the pair were pressed down on the adhesive. When all the

pairs were hooked up, laid down, and properly spaced for a given

section, fiberglass tape (the same as used beneath the elements) was

wound tightly around the outside, with a slight overlap, up to the

next thermocouple location. When the test section was completed,

an extra wrap of fiberglass tape was applied. Epoxy glue was applied

to the lead attachment regions to strengthen those areas. Finally the

whole test section was given a coat of polyurethane insulating spray.

Particular attention was given to the regions around the thermo-

couples to insure isolation from the heater elements.
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Heater Power Supply

Power to the heaters was provided by a Sorensen model DCR

300-35A, regulated DC supply. The rated output was 0-300 volts and

0-35 amps. Voltage output was regulated to the greater of ±0.10%

or ±60 my. If current regulation was chosen, it was controlled to

± 70 ma.

Measurement System

Thermocouple Circuit

A schematic diagram of the thermocouple circuit is shown in

Figure 3.8. Forty-two copper-constantan thermocouples, taken

from the same spool, were used in the investigation. The wire size

was #24 BWG, the insulation was vinyl, the wires were paired, and

the grade was precision. Two reference junctions were formed using

each leg of the thermocouple and a length of #24 BWG solid, copper

hookup wire. An Omega 16-position thermocouple switch was wired

to each of the 16 thermocouples attached to the wall of a test section.

Another identical switch was used for the other test section. The

output pair from each switch was fed to the input terminals of a third

switch. The latter was a 12 position type leaving 10 input pairs for

other thermocouples. The output pair from the last switch was con-

nected across the input of a Leeds and Northrup, model K-3,
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potentiometer. A #9834 null detector, a #099034 constant voltage

supply, and a standard cell from the same manufacturer were used

in conjunction with the potentiometer.

This precision type circuit, recommended by Benedict (2, p.

67-75), was used to reduce uncertainties in measurement. It was

used in lieu of a more simple circuit in which the reference junction

is switched into each thermocouple loop. The latter practice places

switches, terminals, and instruments in the loop between the mea-

suring junction and the reference junction. The effect is the creation

of another thermocouple which, if a temperature gradient exists

across it, adds an emf to the true value. Benedict estimates these

uncertainties are commonly on the order of 1-2 F for each piece of

hardware so placed in the circuit. The precision measuring arrange-

ment eliminates the hardware from the loop between the two junctions.

The thermocouple junctions were formed with an electric arc

thermocouple welder using an argon environment. The reference

junctions (84 in number) were isolated from one another by pushing

them through a PVC block 2-3/4 inches square, z inch thick, and

drilled .1 inch between centers. The junctions extended 1/8 inch

from the block.

The 16 test section thermocouples were located at axial posi-

tions 3, 9, 18, 30, 48, 72, 96, and 117 inches from the inside (non-

bearing) surface of the inlet flange. Two thermocouples were
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soldered, top and bottom, at each position. The site was prepared

by pitting the surface to a depth not exceeding 15 mils with a 1/16 -

inch drill. The surface was heated, the bead located in the pit, and

a layer of solder, deep enough to cover the bead, applied. The area

was dressed with a file so that a solder button, 1/8 inch in diameter

and approximately 1/32 inch deep, was left around the junction.

Epoxy glue was applied to the bare leads which emerged from the

solder, and a 1 inch piece of "spaghetti" insulation was pushed down

over the outside of the thermocouple to complete the isolation from

the surroundings. The leads were cut approximately 1 ft from the

measuring junction.

During the installation of the heaters, 4 of the thermocouples

on the small test section broke near the solder button. Thermo-

couples at 9 (top), 18 (top), and 96 inches (top and bottom) were re-

placed by using an adhesive of 1 part epoxy glue and 3 parts copper

powder. A button of the same size as the solder was fashioned.

After the test sections were installed, the corresponding legs

to the reference junction were spliced into the wall thermocouples.

These were contained in a 1-inch PVC conduit which was centered

between the two test sections. The thermocouples were not wrapped

around the test section, but emerged at right angles from the test

section wall and went directly to the conduit.

An ice bath at the reference junctions was contained in a 4 liter
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stainless steel vessel. The vessel was approximately 7 inches in

diameter and 8 inches deep. It was surrounded with 21 inches of

foam insulation. All this was contained in a larger pail. A top of 1

inch thick plywood and 3 inches of styrofoam was fabricated and

drilled to accept the 1*-inch diameter bundle of wire.

Thermocouple probes used to measure flow temperatures were

constructed by stringing thermocouple wire through a piece of 3--inch

copper tubing, 41 inches in length. The measuring junction was then

soldered into a hole in a copper button which in turn was soldered to

the end of the tube. The end was then dressed up and the probe in-

serted through a Swagelok male connector. Nylon farrules were used

so that when the connector was loosened, the probe could be easily

adjusted. These probes were located in the main flow at the outlet

of the feed tank, just prior to the entrance sections, and just after

the outlet mixer. Another probe was situated at the inlet to the shell

side of the heat exchanger. A final one was used in an auxilary

capacity to measure, among other things, the ambient air tempera-

ture in the vicinity of the entrance sections.

Thermocouples were also glued to the top of the outside surface

of each entrance section, 6 inches upstream of the inlet flange. Oth-

ers were glued 1 inch downstream of the last wall thermocouple on

the outside wrap of each test section. The final thermocouple was

glued on the thermocouple conduit near the entrance end.
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Power and Flow Measurement

Shunts, rated 50 mv/30 amp, were placed in both legs of the

heater circuit for the large test section. An identical shunt was also

placed in the parallel leg of the heater circuit for the small test sec-

tion. It was desired to monitor the relative input to each section of

the heater in operation. Any change in relative values would offer a

better indication of local problems than the total input values would.

These shunts were monitored by 2 Fairchild digital voltmeters with

1 my resolution. Since the purpose was only to detect changes,

accuracy was not important.

A 50 mv/30 amp shunt was also placed in the main leads from

the power source to the heaters. A Vidar 500 digital voltmeter with

resolution to 0.1 my on the lowest scale was connected across the

shunt. Voltmeter accuracy was ±0.1% of full scale (100 my on low-

est scale). Provision was also made to switch this instrument

across the output of power supply to obtain an output voltage (1000 -

volt scale used). Panel meters with resolution to 5 volts and 0.5

amps were mounted on the power supply providing a rough check on

the output.

The scale used to weigh the fluid was a Fairbanks platform type

with a range of 0-120 lb. It was calibrated with weights to the near-

est ounce. The lower scale, used during test, was incremented in 1

pound intervals. Sensitivity was found to be at least 1 ounce.
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Viscometer and Circulator

The instrument chosen for this investigation was a Haake

Rotovisco rotating viscometer. The instrument's task was to mea-

sure the torque required to turn a rotor or cone against the viscous

drag induced by the fluid sample located between it and a stationary

surface (cylinder or plate). Nine choices of measuring systems were

offered. Five were beaker and rotor types; 3 were plate and cone

types; and the last a double gap beaker and rotor type. Discrete

choices of rotational speed offered were: 3.6, 7.2, 10.8, 21.6,

32.4, 64.8, 97.2, 194.4, 291.6, and 583.2 rpm. The stationary

surfaces were jacketed so that temperature control could be exer-

cized by use of a fluid circulator. A complete description of the vis-

cometer and its capabilities is given by Van Wazer et al. (103, p.

102-108).

Two of the measuring systems were used in this investigation.

The first was a beaker and rotor type (MV-I) with diameters of 42

and 40.08 mm respectively. The second was the double-gap beaker

and rotor type (NV) with diameters of 35.7 and 40.2 mm for the rotor

and 35 and 41 mm for the beaker.

The circulator used for temperature control was a Haake model

Fe. It was capable of controlling the circulating fluid (distilled

water) to ±0. 02 C. Heat was supplied by a 1000 watt element.

Reservoir capacity was 2 liters, and pumping capacity was 10 liters/
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min. A 4--inch stainless steel coil in the reservoir allowed heating

or cooling of the circulating fluid by an external fluid source.

Figure 3. 9 shows (from left) pump motor power supply, ther-

mocouple switches, and K-3 potentiometer. Below is the Sorensen

power supply, and at the far right is the Rotovisco viscometer. Above

left is the null detector, and from bottom to top, the quartz thermom-

eter, Vidar digital voltmeter, and a Fairchild digital voltmeter used

as a monitor on the heater legs.

Figure 3.9. View of instrumentation, power supplies, and vis-
cometer.
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Thermocouple Calibration System

Thermocouples attached to the test section walls were cali-

brated after the test sections were installed. The schematic diagram

in Figure 3.10 shows the calibration apparatus which was a modifica-

tion of the test apparatus. The entrance sections were removed from

the test sections, and flanged adapters were mounted in their place.

These adapters (shown in Figure 3.11) functioned to connect the test

sections, via a rubber hose, to the outlet of a small Dunham Bush

C4A-5 centrifugal pump powered by a 1/8-HP motor. The suction

side of the pump was connected to the outlet of the feed tank.

The weigh tank was removed and the flow re-routed directly to

the feed tank by a short piece of rubber hose. The feed tank was

covered, top and sides, with 3 inches of foam type insulation. A 5-

ft long coil of 3/8-inch copper tubing was placed in the tank, one end

connected to a low pressure (60 psi) steam line and the other to a

drain line. Another coil, 10 ft in length, was connected to the Haake

circulator (described in conjunction with the viscometer). This coil

was also placed in the tank.

The sensor to a Hewlett Packard 2801A quartz thermometer

replaced the thermocouple probe at the outlet bulk temperature

station. The quartz thermometer had an accuracy of ±0.01 C over

the range 0-100 C. The instrument operated on the basis of the
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Figure 3.11. Flanged adapters at entrance end of test section used
during thermocouple calibration.

temperature dependence of the frequency response of a quartz cry-

stal located in the sensor. This response, which was essentially

linear over a limited range, was approximately 1000 hz/C. Conver-

sion to temperature units (C) was made by the instrument and indi-

cated on a digital display. A choice of resolution to 0.01, 0.001,

and 0.0001 C was offered.
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4, METHOD OF TESTING

Calibration of Test Section Thermocouples

At least 14 data points at temperatures in the neighborhood of

room temperature, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 83 C were taken for each

test section thermocouple.

Water was used as the calibration fluid. Approximately 30 gal-

lons, close to test temperature, was placed in the tank for each run.

Only one test section was used during a test. The pump circulated

the water at a rate of approximately 8 gal/min. At temperatures of

50 C and below, the circulator was able to maintain equilibrium over

long periods of time. Above 50 C it was necessary to use the steam

heating system. The circulator was also used at these higher tem-

peratures to obtain more precise control.

The system was allowed to run at temperature at least one

hour before data were obtained. During a run, readings for all the

wall thermocouples, the ambient air temperature, and the thermo-

couples located on the thermocouple conduit and the heater wrap were

taken. The latter were taken for possible use in the diagnosis of the

results. All of the data for a run were usually gathered in 5 minutes.
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Mixing of Polymers

Initially, the polymers were mixed in amounts that correspond-

ed to earlier viscometric results. However, it was found that after

the fluid had been circulated for several hours through the test sec-

tion considerable degradation had occurred. It was often necessary

to add more polymer to a batch some time after its initial mixing to

obtain the desired degree of pseudoplasticity. A set of runs for a

particular fluid took from 1 to 2 days, and it was desirable to obtain

a /theological condition that would persist over this interval. The

alternative would have been to gather complete viscometric data for

each run. This alternative was hardly realistic in that a complete

viscometer run often took twice as long as a data run.

As a consequence of obtaining a stable rheology, the lowest

flow behavior index was only a bit below 0.4. At this stage, the

fluid was so viscous that addition of more polymer would have in-

creased the pressure drop in the test section beyond the design value.

Thus, early in the investigation, the polymers were carefully

blended into the water, the process sometimes taking an hour or

more. Batch sizes of 30 gallons v<ere prepared using water from the

tap. With the tank mixer set at 100 rpm, the polymer was sifted into

the fluid by hand through a #30 standard sieve. Regardless of the

amount of care taken, lumps always appeared in the fluid.
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Subsequently, when it became apparent that degradation was

unavoidable, less care was taken in adding the polymer. The fluid

was circulated through the bipass circuit at rates up to 1 ft3/min
in

order to speed the mixing and blend in the lumps. A 14 mesh, 20 mil

wire screen was installed in the exit of the bipass to assist in this

task. With this procedure it became possible to test a batch as soon

as 24 hours after initially adding the polymer. Formerly, the pro-

cess took about 3 days.

The CMC obtained for use in this investigation was a commer-

cial grade from Dupont used primarily in laundries. Since the rhe-

ology of the mix was determined during the test, the presence of

impurities was not of concern. The polyox, coagulant grade, sup-

plied by Union Carbide was of considerably higher quality than the

CMC. If a lower grade had been available, it would have been used.

Table 4.1 shows the composition of the fluids which were pre-

pared for test. The higher concentrations were obtained by adding

Table 4.1. Composition of Test Fluids

Polymer
Type

Polymer
Amount, lb

Water
Amount, gal

Nominal
To Polymer

CMC 7.5 30 3.0
CMC 13.5 30 5.4

Polyox 2. 5 30 1. 0
Polyox 4. 0 30 1. 6
Polyox 6. 0 30 2. 4
Polyox* 6. 0 30 2. 4

* Severely degraded form of previous batch.
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more polymer to the previous batch. The last entry in the table is a

severely degraded version of the previous batch. It was run several

weeks later, and water was added to compensate for that lost due to

evapo ration.

Test Procedure

Data were obtained on the first 5 fluids in Table I at flow rates

in the vicinity of 0.2 and 0.6 ft3/min. Each fluid was run at these

flow rates in each of the test sections. Only one test section was

used during a run. Power input to the heaters was adjusted such that

the highest indicated wall temperature was approximately 83 C.

Data were obtained on the last fluid at flow rates in the vicinity

of 0.6 and 0.9 ft3/min. The lower flow rate runs were made in each

test section using about half the power input that would have brought

the maximum wall temperature to 83 C. The higher flow rate runs

were made, first using a conservative heat input to each test section

of approximately 6000 watts, and then applying enough power to

bring the test sections to a maximum wall temperature of 83 C.

Hesitation to run the last condition was brought on by concern that

the tape insulation might become overheated (it did not).

Usually about an hour was required to bring the system from

start-up to steady state. An inlet temperature near ambient was

maintained. At the start and at the end of each run, flow rate data
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were acquired using the classic stop watch and beam balance method.

At the lowest flow rate, 10 lb of fluid was timed. At the medium and

high flow rates, 15 and 20 lb of fluid respectively were timed. The

average time for 3 trials was recorded.

Also recorded at the start and finish of a run were the ambient,

coolant inlet, thermocouple conduit, heater wrap, entrance section,

wall, tank outlet, inlet bulk, and outlet bulk temperatures. During

the run, test section wall temperatures were taken. If bulk or wall

conditions changed more than 0.1 C during a run, the run was re-

peated. Each run took about 20 minutes. During this time, the

power input to the heaters was always observed to be very stable.

Viscometer Procedure

The 4 runs required on each of the first 5 fluids were usually

completed in one day. Between each run, a fluid sample was drawn

from the weigh tank exit. It was loaded into the viscometer. Using

the MV-I system and controlling sample temperature at 20 C, data

were collected at each of the 10 speeds. At the end of the day,

another sample was drawn and data were taken at temperatures of

20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 83 C. At the lower temperatures tap

water was routed through the cooling coil to allow the controller to

operate more effectively. During higher speed runs, viscous heat-

ing was minimized by engaging the speed control only long enough to
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obtain a steady state reading (usually about 5 seconds).

The last fluid in Table 4.1 was also tested using the NV system

(due to higher shear rates at 0.9 ft3/min). Circulator fluid con-

trolled the temperature of both stationary surfaces during the use of

this system. The procedure used was the same as for the MV-I sys-

tem above.

The temperature of circulating fluid in the jacket was recorded

using the quartz thermometer described in the section on thermo-

couple calibration.



5. REDUCTION OF DATA

Temperature Data

Calibration data for each thermocouple on the test sections'

walls were interpreted using a linear least squares fit:

DE = Cl + C2 Etc

73

(5. 1)

where AE is the emf error, C1 and C2 are constants, and Etc is

the thermocouple indicated emf. The reference temperature, taken

using the quartz thermometer, was converted to an emf value by

interpolating the copper-constantan tables. A statistical program,

SIPS, available to users of the Oregon State University CDC 3300

computer, was used in fitting the data and obtaining the constants in

Equation (5. 1) for each wall thermocouple.

After the emf values were corrected, temperatures were ob-

tained by using second degree Lagrange interpolation polynomials

based on key values of emf at 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200 F. One poly-

nomial covered the range 0-100 F while the other covered 100-200 F.

Using the inverse process to duplicate thermocouple tables, Benedict

(2, p. 78-83) claims that the generated values do not differ from the

tables by more than 1µv at any entry.

Using these data values of wall temperature, a correction was

made to account for the effect of gaps in the heaters at the
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Figure 5.1. Effect of heater gaps on wall temperature.

thermocouple locations. An analysis of the problem is shown in

Appendix B. The computations were accomplished using program

TCOR listed in Appendix C.

Figure 5.1 shows an exaggerated view of the "gap effect. " The

lower curve is a line through the measured data. The upper curve

shows the actual wall temperature variation along the tube, including

a dip in the curve at each thermocouple location. Each dip in the

upper curve passes through a measured data point, Twm. The dip

in the lower curve is a predicted drop using the measured data. It
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was assumed that the difference, Twm - Twi was equal to T - T
wu wm,

the actual drop. This value was added to T as a tentative cor-wm

rection. Using the corrected values, an attempt was made to gener-

ate T as a check.wm

In the absence of a conducting wall, the effect of the heating

gaps can be remarkable. Drops on the order of 10 C are predicted.

However, axial conduction in the tube wall reduced these drops to

more reasonable values. It is ironic that in the heated sections,

axial conduction in the tube wall was negligible; whereas, in the gaps,

axial conduction played a prominent role in moderating the tempera-

ture drop. This apparent contradiction can be resolved by compar-

ing the axial temperature gradients in each situation. Very high

gradients in the gap provided the driving mechanism for a substantial

flow of heat.

Bulk inlet temperatures were obtained from measured emf's

by direct use of the thermocouple tables. At the controlled inlet

condition of 21 to 23 C, the inlet probe was accurate to within 0.1 C.

The other temperature data taken were not corrected. Their function

was diagnostic only.

The input power to the test sections was assumed to be dis-

tributed uniformly over an area:

AL = ;n DL (5,2)
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where D is the inside diameter of the tube and L is the total length

of heated tubing, including the gaps (119.5 inches). The local bulk

temperature was then calculated using an energy balance:

Tbx - To = 7rDxq u/ril C (5.3)

These initial computations (exclusive of the gap correction)

were made using program DATRED listed in Appendix C.

Rheological Data

No viscometer has yet been devised which will measure the

shear stress and the rate of shear at the same point in the flow. In

the case of Newtonian fluids, the shear rate at the point of measure-

ment of the shear stress can usually be obtained quite easily by

analysis. However, in non-Newtonian cases, even if a model is

adopted, the determination is usually quite tedious. If accuracy is

not important, an average value of shear rate is sometimes used.

If accuracy is important, one must be put to a certain amount of

inconvenience in obtaining it.

Development of the Constitutive Equation

Consider the case of a rotor-beaker type of viscometer in

which a Couette flow is developed between a rotating inner cylinder

(rotor) and a stationary concentric outer cylinder (beaker). The
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fundamental equations, developed (103, p. 51-61) from the equations

of continuity and momentum under the conditions of one-dimensional,

steady, laminar, incompressible, isothermal flow, are:

Tr 2 = constant

T1 = M/2 Tr R h
1 r

T2
1 c . dT
2

Si = -
m "r.

T1

where M is the torque applied to the rotor, hr is the length of the

rotor, SZ is the angular speed of the rotor, and R1, R2, and r are

as shown in Figure 5.2.

Beaker Rotor

Figure 5.2. Geometry of the Couette system under consideration.
Gap size is exaggerated.

From Equations (5.3) and (5.4), the shear stress at any point

in the flow may be easily determined using only the geometry and the

applied torque. In the Newtonian case, determination of the shear

rate from Equation (5.5) is also quite easy;



= 21.2R
2/(R2

R1 )
2 2
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(5. 6)

Using Equation (5. 6) for other than Newtonian fluids can lead to

errors of 5-10%. Using specific models, such as the power law,

improves the results only to the extent that the model is able to

describe the rheology of that fluid.

One popular way of solving this problem without having to

assume a specific model is to use a differentiated form of Equation

(5.5),

cif/ 1

d T1
. .

= 2T
1

(Y1 2)
(5. 7)

Kreiger and Elrod (45) have used the Euler-MacLaurin sum formula

in conjunction with Equation (5. 7) to obtain the series solution:

Y
1

d(Lnd(LnT

1)

0)
+ E

Ln E
(5. 8)

where E = Rz/Ri. To use this solution, one must differentiate the

data curve of Lnc2 vs. LnTi. Unfortunately, differentiated values

taken from data curves substantially weaken the accuracy arguments

for subsequent calculations.

Huang (38) has suggested a numerical scheme to solve Equation

(5. 5). An initial assumption is that

:y = BIT + B2T2 + B
3

T3 + . (5. 9)
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will describe the data with a reasonable number of terms. This ex-

pression, when substituted into Equation (5. 7), yields:

d 1 [ B (E 2 - 1) T
1

+B
2

(e
4 -1)T2 + ...]

1dT1 2T
1

1

Using a least squares fit of the data, one obtains:

d = Co + C
1
T1 + C

2
T12 + . .

dT1

where C. are known. Thus, one can solve for B.:
1

2Co 2C 2C
1 2

B B = 3

1
,

2 2
B

3
E - 1 E

4
1 E

6
1

(5. 10)

(5. 11)

(5. 12)

The solution is completed. The disadvantage of using the differenti-

ated values of is still present.dTi

In the present investigation, a modified version of Huang's

method was employed. Equation (5. 9) was substituted into Equation

(5. 5), with the result:
B' B'

= Bi (E 2-1)T
1 2

2
+

(e4 -1) Ti + (e
6 -1)T3

+
3

3
1

Equation (5. 13) was compared with a least squares fit:

2Tl= c ' + T + C' T2 + T3 +

1
1 1 1 3 1

The constants for the model were then,

(5. 13)

(5. 14)
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(5. 15)

The values of T1 were obtained from the instrument scale read-

ing, S, using:

T
1

= C
1

S (5. 16)

where Cl is a constant obtained from the manufacturer's calibration

of the instrument for a particular measuring system (beaker and

rotor combination). Comparison with Equation (5. 4) shows that the

geometry and a torque conversion factor are represented by the con-

stant, C1. Also accounted for, since the constant was obtained by

calibration, are the end effects which have been excluded from the

analysis.

Each set of viscometer data taken at each temperature for each

test fluid was regressed using SIPS. A sixth order polynomial was

assumed as Equation (5. 9), and the corresponding least squares fit,

Equation (5. 14), was made. Terms were dropped from the model

according to an F-test at the 99% level of confidence. The remain-

ing terms numbered from 3 to 6 when this process was accomplished.

The percent error was evaluated for the model at each of the data

values of T1. It was rarely more than 3%.

The difficult geometry of the double-gap NV measuring system

prevented an analysis comparable to the MV system. Therefore, an
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average shear rate (derived assuming Newtonian behavior) given by

the manufacturer was recorded. This data was used only for the high

flow-rate runs of the last fluid in Table 4. 1. It can be expected that

viscometric data for this fluid using this measuring system is in

error as much as ±5%. When using this measuring system. Equa-

tion (5. 9) was obtained directly by least squares fit of T1 and y. As

in the previous case, terms were subjected to an F-test to determine

if they should be dropped from the model.

It should be emphasized that neither of these measuring sys-

tems was capable of producing data accounting for viscoelastic beha-

vior. When this behavior is present in Couette viscometers, normal

stresses contribute to a secondary flow pattern in the vertical direc-

tion which can result in the fluid spilling over the top of the gap.

This normal stress phenomenon is called the Weissenberg effect.

Although the test fluids showed some evidence of viscoelasticity

(especially polyox solutions), it did not present a problem in the

viscometer.

Application to Tube Flow

In order to apply the constitutive equations, Equations (5. 9),

to tube flow, the Mooney-Rabinowitch equation was used:

8Q 1

Tr D
3

T 3

Tw

S1 T2 . dT (5. 17)
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where Q is the volume flow rate, and T is the shear stress at the
w

tube wall. Conditions imposed during its derivation (95, p. 70-72)

were:

1. Steady, laminar flow.

2. Fully developed, one-dimensional flow.

The second condition is not met when the velocity profile changes due

to temperature effects on viscosity. Also, it is obviously not met

when a secondary flow develops due to buoyancy. Thus, use of

Equation (5. 17) was restricted to the inlet.

Attempts to obtain a satisfactory general constitutive relation-

ship for each fluid that included temperature variation were not

successful. It was necessary to develop an interpolation scheme

using Equations (5. 9). Due to the integration scheme chosen for the

solution of Equation (5. 17), it was possible to interpolate at a chosen

shear rate. As can be seen from Figure 5.3, horizontal interpola-

tion provided better resolution between curves, particularly as one

became asymptotic.

An exponential method was chosen for the interpolation, based

upon the Arhhenius relationship:

(T) = C e
1

-AH/RT (5. 18)

where C
1

is a constant. Consider the two adjacent constitutive

curves shown in Figure 5.4. At a particular value of -y =
.YP

and at
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Figure 5. 3. Typical behavior of constitutive equations obtained from
the viscometric data.

T2

Shear Stress
'1

Figure 5. 4. Interpolation between adjacent constitutive equations.
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a temperature, T, in the range T1 < T < T2, from Equation (5. 18)

one obtains:

TeAH/RT AH/RTi e0H/RT2= Tle 2
(5. 19)

Assuming zH is constant over this small temperature range, it

follows from Equations (5. 19) that:

Ln
T1 AH ( 1 1

T2 R T1 T2
(5. 20)

Solving Equation (5. 20) for AH/R and substituting into Equations

(5.19), yields: T2 T - T1

T1 T
2

- T1

T = T1
T

1

(5. 21)

Using Equation (5. 21), it was possible to obtain a discrete value of

T for a particular S/ at a temperature, T.

Since Y is a factor, the integrand of Equation (5. 17) behaves

in a manner similar to the viscosity curves. By changing the vari-

able of integration, the accuracy of the numerical integration was

improved. This was accomplished by applying integration by parts

to Equation (5. 17):

Yom,

24Q =
1

T 3 d

iiD3 T3
(5. 22)
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The numerical procedure used to solve Equation (5. 22) was

based on the theme of Simpson's rule. Three points at a time were

considered, and the latest value was used as one of the next 3 points.

Thus, it was possible to change the spacing during an integration.

Knowing Q, D, T, and Y = f(T) at discrete temperatures, the right

side of Equation (5. 22) was "marched along" until it matched the left

side. At least 200 steps were taken for the integration.

Examination of the results of Etchart (20, p. 51-66) show that

the axial pressure gradient remains constant for the entire thermal

entrance region. (Some deviation occurs at low Graetz numbers,

becoming more pronounced as the degree of pseudoplasticity is in-

increased. ) If the pressure gradient is constant, the wall shear

stress (in the absence of a substantial change in momentum flux)

also must remain constant.

Under the assumption of a constant pressure gradient, the wall

shear stress was taken to be equal to the entrance value at every

point along the heated section. Local shear rates were determined

by interpolating Equations (5. 9) using the wall shear stress and the

local wall temperature. Since a particular shear stress was speci-

fied, it was necessary to use vertical interpolation of the curves

shown in Figure 5.3. This was accomplished by replacing :j with

T in Equation (5. 21),
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(5. 23)

When the local shear rates became too high, the constitutive

equations, Equations (5. 9 ) , were extended using the power law. If

the value of the wall shear stress was greater than 90% of the shear

stress at the highest data point on a curve, 'Tmax, that curve was

extended. Values for the power law constants were obtained using

computed values of shear rate at 0.5 Tmax and 0. 9 'Tmax. A curve

was extended only when 0. 9 Tmax was exceeded.

A "mixing cup" analogy, first suggested by Charm and Merrill

(7), was used in obtaining an apparent viscosity representative of the

bulk flow conditions. The relationship used was:

1-1B

S u 1 dA
D

A 27r s
2

unrdr
Q

51 udA o

A

(5. 24)

where A is the cross- sectional area, and u is the velocity. For an

isothermal cross section (95, p. 71):

T = Constantr

Using Equation (5. 25), Equation (5. 24) becomes:

(5. 25)
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TrD
2 uT 2

dT
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w

To generate the required values of velocity, u,

du
= - dr
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(5. 26)

(5. 27)

was integrated. Equation (5. 25) was used to change variables with

the result:

D
2T dT (5. 28)

Integration by parts was employed to change the variable of integra-

tion to Y :

D
2Tw

l'W

Tay
w

- TY - s T ci:i

i _

For the integration of Equation (5. 29), the values of T and y

(5. 29)

were obtained from a solution of Equation (5. 22) where the entire

cross section was assumed to be at the local bulk temperature.

Once the values of u were generated, together with the correspond-

ing values of T and Y, it was a simple matter to integrate Equation

(5. 26). As a check, the generated values of u were integrated over

the cross-sectional area to obtain a value which was compared with

the measured value of Q.

The computational tasks for all the viscosity calculations were
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performed using program VISCO, listed in Appendix C. It should be

emphasized that the numerical procedures used would not be neces-

sary in a design situation. Normally, a simple model, representa-

tive of the working fluid, would be used (such as the temperature-

dependent power law). Closed form solutions for T and u have

been derived for such models (see Skelland (95, p. 110 and 120), for

example); and a closed form, albeit lengthy, integration of Equation

(5. 26) is possible.

Data From Other Sources

Christiansen and coworkers (9, 35) and Oliver and Jenson (72)

have found that properties (other than viscosity) of dilute, aqueous

solutions of CMC and Polyox do not vary substantially from those of

pure water. Heat capacity and density were found to be equal to those

of pure water by Christiansen and Craig (9). They reported results

from prior investigations that showed thermal conductivity to be with-

in 1 to 3% of that for pure water.

Thermal conductivity, density, thermal expansivity, and heat

capacity data for water were obtained from the Handbook of Chem-

istry and Physics (104, p. D-122, E-11, and F-5). Thermal con-

ductivity data were extracted for temperatures from 7 to 97 C at

10 C intervals. Density and thermal expansivity data were obtained

from the reference for temperatures of 15-85 C at 5 C intervals.
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Heat capacity data for temperatures of 32 F and 40-200 F at intervals

of 20 F were used from the reference.

Each set of data was regressed using SIPS. All, except the

heat capacity data, were fitted by fifth order polynomials. The heat

capacity data were fitted by a fourth order polynomial. The resulting

functions appear at the end of the computer programs DATRED and

PARGEN listed in Appendix C.

Dimensionless Parameters

A number of pertinent dimensionless parameters were gen-

erated for use in analyzing the data. The local Nusselt and Graetz

numbers were computed:

Nux = q't
o

D/k (T
w

- T
b

) (5.30)

Gzx = m C /kx (5.31)
p

Properties in Gz were evaluated at the local bulk temperature.

Values of Nu were generated for the cases of k evaluated at the

local bulk temperature and at the wall temperature.

Prandtl numbers,

Pr = C /k (5.32)

were obtained for 4 separate conditions. Values were generated

based on the entrance bulk flow conditions, the entrance wall



conditions, the local bulk flow conditions, and the local wall condi-

tions.

Brinkmann numbers,

Br = 4 T1 02/Tr ToD2k

were determined at the entrance wall condition.

Reynolds numbers,
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(5. 33)

Re = Atria /71. DTI (5.34)

were computed at the entrance and local bulk flow conditions.

Modified Grashof numbers,

GrX2

;""

p 2R
gD

4
go"/1"

and modified Rayleigh numbers,

Ra* = Gr* Prx x x

(5.35)

(5.36)

were computed at both the local wall and the local bulk flow condi-

tions.

Viscosity ratios, 'nbilw and shear rate ratios,

5 = .S/ w/(8V/D) = TrptviD3/32ria

were determined at both the entrance and local conditions.

Dimensionless flux,

(i) = q P/kT
0 0

(5. 37)

(5.38)
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was obtained locally and at entrance evaluating k at the wall tem-

perature and at the local bulk temperature.

All of the computation was performed using program PARGEN

listed in Appendix C. Data are listed in Appendix F.

The hypothesis was then formed that the parameters would

obey:

or

Nux C
ml m2 m3
1

X2 X3 (5.39)

LnNux = Ln C1 m 1Ln X1 + m 2Ln X2 + (5.40)

where C1 is a constant, and X1, X2, X3, ... are the pertinent di-

mensionless parameters generated. The data, in log rithmic form,

were then fitted to the linear model of Equation (5.40) by the method

of least squares. The empirical constants C1, m1, m2, m3,

were obtained from this fit. An F-test was performed at each stage

that a variable was added to determine its statistical importance to

the model.

or

Another hypothesis tested was:
1/3 C2X1 C3X2-I-

Nux = C
1
Gzx (5.41)

Ln (Nux /Gz 1/3
) = Ln Cl + C2X1LnGz

x
+ C

3
X

2
Ln Gzx

+ . . (5.42)
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Again a linear least squares fit was employed to determine C1, C2,

C3, . . . and an F-test used as a criteria in retaining a parameter in

the model.

Finally, the hypothesis of:

or

Nu
x ml m2 rn3

= X1 X2 X31/3 1/31.411 So Gzx

Nu
Ln 1/3

G
= m

1
LnX

1
+ m

2
LnX

21.411 So z
1/3
x

(5.43)

+ m
3

LnX
3

+. . (5.44)

was tested in a similar manner.

This statistical work was performed using the program, SIPS,

from the Oregon State University computer center library.
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6. RESULTS OF TEST

Calibration of Thermocouples

A plot of the calibration data obtained for the bottom thermo-

couple located 18 inches from the entrance to the small test section

is shown in Figure 6. 1. A similar plot for the large test section,

Figure 6.2, displays the data taken for the top thermocouple, located

72 inches from the entrance. These plots are typical of the results

of the calibration runs for the 28 thermocouples which were soldered

to the walls of the test sections.

The 4 thermocouples which were broken and subsequently glued

to the wall of the small test section displayed AE values 5 to 10

times as great as the others. This can be attributed to a higher con-

tact resistance due to the presence of a thin layer of epoxy glue be-

tween the thermocouple and the wall. Because of this large error

and because of questionable readings during the test runs later, data

from these thermocouples were not correlated.

Although some scatter was evident in the calibration data, the

typical range of the residuals, AEmodel AEdata, was within

3p,v. Extreme cases were +8, -6 µv for the bottom thermocouple,

3 inches from the entrance to the small test section; and +13, -8 1.1.v

for the top thermocouple, 3 inches from the entrance to the large test

section.
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Figure 6.1. Calibration curve for bottom thermocouple located 18
inches from entrance to small test section.
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Figure 6.2. Calibration curve for top thermocouple located 72
inches from entrance to large test section.
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The model estimate (using the statistical program SIPS) of AE

for Etc at an expected measured value showed a 6 p.v range of uncer-

tainty at the 99% level of confidence for the worst case for the small

test section. On the large test section, a 12 p.v range of uncertainty

was obtained at the 99% level of confidence for the worst case. Typi-

cal uncertainty ranges for the calibration models were on the order

of 4 [iv.

Viscometry

Plots of the data obtained from the viscometer runs are shown

in Figures 6. 3 through 6.8. Although S1, the angular speed of the

rotor, is plotted along the abscissa, the trend of the data is similar

to a .Y - T plot. Each oblique data line represents data taken at a

single temperature. At the higher temperatures and lower rotor

speeds, data were not always obtainable. For some of the fluids, the

scale readings were too low to be meaningful. Thus, there are not

10 data points at every temperature for every fluid.

Note that the power law model (straight line on a log-log plot)

might describe the CMC data quite well; however, for the polyox

solutions, the range of validity appears to be quite limited. Also

note the extreme difference in temperature-dependence between the

5.4% CMC solution in Figure 6.4 and the 2.4% polyox solution in

Figure 6.7, particularly at higher values of S2 (corresponding to
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Figure 6. 3 . Viscometry results for 3.0% CMC solution. From the top, data were taken
at 22.0, 32.3, 49. 1, 65. 4, and 82.4C.
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higher values of Y ). The polyox solutions appear to become less

temperature-dependent with concentration, whereas the CMC solu-

tions become more temperature-dependent with concentration.

As a final observation, there is an obvious drop in the data in

Figure 6. 7 between that taken at 60 C and that at 70 C. Since the

problem of sample evaporation was difficult to solve, this drop might

well have been a result of that problem. Another explanation might

be that some of the polymer precipitated from the solution. Although

precipitation should not occur prior to boiling, salt impurities lower

the critical temperature. In any event, there is some question as to

whether these bottom 2 curves are representative of fluid behavior in

the test sections. By the time this irregularity was discovered, the

sample taken during the test runs had degraded too severely to rerun

the viscometer test,

A complete listing of the viscometer data is included as

Appendix D.

Heat Transfer

The Nusselt number determined using k evaluated at the local

wall temperature proved to correlate the data best. Its choice can

further be justified on the basis that this parameter should reflect the

ratio of the temperature gradient at the wall to the temperature gra-

dient across the fluid in the pipe. The range of Nux evaluated in this
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manner was 10.9 to 54.9 under the following range of conditions:

Gzx, 225 - 38,000; Prbo, 315 - 20,100; Pr , 189 - 4310; Prwo bx'

282 - 19,600; Pr , 28.2 2,260; Re
o, 1.68 - 574; Rex, 1.73 - 633;wx

w '
Gr*

b
4 18 - 1.07 x 104; Gr*, 5.40 x 102 - 2.40 x 106. Rab*

'
2.90 x

104 - 5.13 x 106; Ra*, 4.02 x 105 - 1.05 x 108; Bro, 8.84 x 10-5 -
w

4.22 x 10-3; 6o, 1.05 - 1.44; 6x, 1.80 - 25.9; II
b triw' 2.61 55.7;

it.o, 1.75 - 3.90.

Results for 8 of the 26 runs are shown in Figures 6. 9 through

6.12. The solid lines below the data represent Equation (1.31) in

which all properties are evaluated at the entrance conditions for the

run. This line represents the course the data might assume if the

fluid properties were not temperature-dependent. The lowest line

corresponds to the run with smallest value of So.

Specifically compared in each of these plots are the results for

the 5.4% CMC solution and the 2.4% Polyox solution under similar

flow and heating conditions. Figure 6.9 compares the results at low

flow rate in the large test section. Note that the Polyox run is about

8% higher than the CMC run at Gzx = 600. Each is about 20% above

its corresponding temperature-independent property solution at the

same Gzx. However, far upstream at Gzx = 9300, the CMC run is

15% above and the Polyox run is only 7% above the temperature-

independent property solution.

Figure 6.10 shows results at a higher flow rate in the same test
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Figure 6.9. Heat transfer results for 5.4% CMC and 2.4% Polyox at low mass flow rate
in large test section.
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Figure 6.11. Heat transfer results for 5.4% CMC and 2.4% Polyox at low mass flow
rate in small test section.
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section. The Polyox run is just slightly above the CMC run, and

proximity to the lines is maintained. In Figure 6.11, at low flow

rate in the small test section, the CMC run is just slightly above the

Polyox run. The CMC has maintained the same proximity to the

temperature-independent property solution; however, the Polyox is

closer to the solution than previously (at downstream locations).

Finally, in Figure 6. 12, the CMC run is 12% higher than the Polyox

run at all values of Gzx. The Polyox data has lost ground to the

temperature-independent property solution and is now 15% higher at

Gzx = 600 and 8% higher at Gzx = 8600. In contrast, the CMC data

has gained on the temperature-independent property solution and is

now 38% higher at Gzx = 600 and 17% higher at Gzx = 8600.

An explanation which synthesizes these results and is consis-

tent with the other data obtained during this investigation focuses on

the relative magnitude of local wall shear rates. Recall that the

effect of increasing pseudoplasticity and the effect of heating are to

increase the wall shear rate. In the case of uniform heating, the ef-

fect becomes more intense as the flow moves downstream, presum-

ably until some maximum wall value is reached. The data is consis-

tent in regard to these ideas.

Further, recall from Figures 6.4 and 6.7 the relative effect of

temperature on the viscous behavior of these 2 fluids. For the Poly-

ox, as the shear rate is increased, the temperature effect diminishes
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sharply. For the CMC, the temperature effect is more substantial

at all shear rates, and it does not diminish as sharply at higher

values. Hence, at the lowest entrance value for the wall shear rate,

the heat transfer to the Polyox is greater than to the CMC as the

superior pseudoplastic characteristics of the Polyox offset its slight-

ly inferior temperature-dependence characteristics. As the entrance

value of the wall shear rate is increased the superior temperature-

dependence characteristics of the CMC overcome the Polyox advan-

tage in pseudoplastic behavior.

Figure 6.13 shows 2 runs made with degraded 2. 4% Polyox

solution at a higher flow rate and power level than for results previ-

ously shown. Although the flow rate is about 50% larger than the pre-

vious maximum, only about 15% more power could be added (main-

taining the same maximum wall temperature). Data for the run in

the small test section is consistently below that of the large test sec-

tion. Convergence occurs near the exit, as the rate of heat transfer

appears to drop off in the large test section.

Results for a moderate flow rate and a relatively low power

input to the degraded 2.4% Polyox solution are shown in Figure 6.14.

Wall temperatures were substantially below those maintained for the

other runs. Again higher heat transfer results are achieved in the

large test section. The closer proximity to the temperature-inde-

pendent property solution reflects the effect of lower wall tempera-
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Figure 6.13. Heat transfer results for 2.4% Polyox (degraded) at high mass flow rate.
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tures on the fluid properties.

Comparison of a run made with the 3. 0% CMC solution with one

of the numerical solutions obtained by Cochrane (12, p. 37) is shown

in Figure 6. 15. The Cochrane solution is for a Newtonian fluid

(6 = 1) where Pr = 1,000, AH/RT = 10, and 4:1) = 2. Correspond-
o wo

ing values for the data run were 60 = 1.09, Pr = 635, AH/RT 10,wo

and .4) = 2.29. Unfortunately, a reasonable match of these parameters

for pseudoplastic behavior was not possible. In view of the slight

difference in fluid rheology and the higher flux rate used in the run,

the downstream data agree reasonably well with the Cochrane solu-

tion. However, agreement subsides at the upstream locations. The

difference is 12% at Gz = 9800.

Figure 6. 16 shows the only runs where natural convection had

an obvious effect on the rate of heat transfer. Both runs were con-

ducted at low flow rate in the large test section. The top data is for

1.0% Polyox, the least viscous of the fluids tested. The other data

are for 3.0% CMC. The familiar contour at the downstream values

of Gzx is evident, indicating the onset of early full thermal develop-

ment. The Polyox data is 62% above the temperature-independent

property solution at Gzx = 230. The CMC data is 38% above the solu-

tion at the same Gzx . Moreover, if the Polyox flow is indeed fully

developed, Nuxo is 3.25 times the classic value of 4.364.

An insufficient amount of data exists to document a criteria for
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the onset of significant secondary flow due to buoyancy. The depar-

ture from linearity on the log-log plot appears to take place in the

vicinity of 4th data point upstream of the exit (Gzx = 575) for the

Polyox run. At this point, Ra* = 3.47 x 107 and = 2.85 x 105.

The corresponding critical point for the CMC flow appears to be in

the vicinity of the 3rd data point upstream of the exit (Gzx = 410). In

this case, Ra' = 2.00 x 107 and = 1.36 x 105. The transition

criteria of Petukhov and Polyakov (76) as given by Equations (1.16)

and (1.17) predict Ra* = 3.66 x 106 for the Polyox run at Gzx = 575

and Ra* = 2.31 x 106 for the CMC run at Gzx = 410. Recall that

their criteria was based on data obtained for water.

Evidence of the existence of secondary flow was found in other

runs also. During some of the tests at moderate flow rates (about

280 g/sec in the large test section and at low flow rates (about 100

g/sec in the small test section, as well as all of the tests at low

flow rates in the large test section, oscillations occurred in readings

for certain of the top thermocouples. Never was an oscillation noted

for a bottom thermocouple. In general, the less viscous the fluid,

the further upstream the oscillations first appeared. The intensity

of the oscillations was more pronounced in the less viscous fluids

and increased as the flow progressed downstream.

Further evidence of the existence of secondary flow in these

runs is contained in the wall temperature data. In several other
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runs, differences exist between the top and bottom readings of the

wall temperature at downstream locations. Wall temperature re-

sults from one of these runs is shown in Figure 6.17. The data are

from a low flow rate run of 5.4% CMC solution through the large test

section. The Nusselt number results for this same run (Figure 6. 9)

show no explicit effect from secondary flow. Due to the small tem-

perature differences, the complication of circumferential heat con-

duction in the tube wall, and the uncertainties introduced by the gap

in the heating no attempt was made to develop these data into a

transition criteria.

Figure 6. 18 shows the data for all 26 runs (195 data points).

These data are contained in an envelope ± 15% from a mean line. The

line beneath the data is the constant property solution for a Newtonian

fluid (Equation (1. 1)). The maximum deviation of the data from this

line is 64%. At an extreme upstream location, Gzx = 38,000, the

deviation is as much as 17%.

Correlation of the data, excluding the 2 runs where natural

convection was explicit, resulted in a best fit using:

Nu = 1.848 Gz1/3 - 0.300/6x
x x

(6. 1)

The results of this correlation are shown in Figure 6.19. The spread

in the data was reduced to ± 10% with a mean error of 3.57%. Other

parameters tried were not as effective as 6x, and when added after
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5x was in the model, not one proved to be significant.

Finally, it is probable that viscous heating had little or no effect

on the results. Results of work by Etchart (20, p. 47) indicate that

for 4 = 1. 0 and Br
o

= 0.03 in the flow of a 3% CMC solution, the

drop in Nu
x increases from zero at high Gzx to about 9% at Gzx =

250. The Brinkmann numbers for the present investigation were at

least an order of magnitude smaller. In addition, when the most

viscous fluid tested was run through the small test section at the

highest flow rate, no difference in wall temperature was observed

from entrance to exit.
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7. ANALYSIS OF ERROR

From Schenck (84, p. 45-53), the uncertainty interval, w , for

a quantity, Y, where

is given by

Y = f(X
1,

X2, X3, . . .)

2 (8Y )2
2 8Y )2 2

wY wX ("FiF WX
21 2

(7. 1)

(7.2)

Here X1, X2, X3, are measured quantities. If f(Xi) is com-

prised of products and quotients of the measured variables, then one

obtains from Equation (7.2):

2
w2 wX wX

21
. (7.3)

2 2
Y X X2

1 2

Table 7.1 shows the uncertainties from various sources for the

basic quantities used in generating the results. The last column

shows the smallest value measured for the quantity. Entries under

"Uncertainty - other sources" came from the assumption that fluid

properties other than viscosity were equal to those of pure water.

Power to the heaters was directly related to heater and shunt

voltage. An additional uncertainty (+0, -2%) in the power supplied to

the fluid came from losses to the inclosure. Thus, the square of the

relative error for the power, W, is:
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Table 7.1. Uncertainties in basic quantities

*Quantity
Measurement Correlation Uncertainty Smallest
Uncertainty Uncertainty - Other Value

e +0. 05% ± 0.1 v 140.2 v
i +0.05% ± 0.1 my ±0.5 my 32.5 my
Etc +0. 015% + 0.5 p.v 1224 fly
Etco +0. 015% + 0.5µv 832 p.v
Mf ±0. 1 Lb 10 Lb
tf +0.1 sec 41.3 sec
SZ +1.5%
T1 +1.5%
Tv ±0.02 C 20 C
k +0,1 ±2%
p ±0.0001% +1%
CP +0.0004% ±0.5%
P ±0.02% ±2%
D +0.005 in 0.545 in
L +1/16 in 119 1/2 in
x ±1/32 in 3.0 in

*Previously undefined terms: e - heater voltage, i - heater shunt
voltage, Etc° - inlet thermocouple emf, Mf - mass of fluid weighed,
tf - time for Mf to flow, Tv - viscometer temperature.

by:

2 2 2we w.

2

wW

2
i.

= + + (0.02)2
WZ e i

= (0.0012)2 + (0.0036)2 + (0. 0154)2 + (0.02)2

= (0.026)2

(7.4)

The square of the relative error in the mass flow rate is given



2w.m
m2

2 2

... +
2 2Mf t

f

= (0.01)2 + (0.0024)2
= (0.010)2
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(7.5)

The inlet thermocouple reading has an additional uncertainty of

±4 pv from calibration and ±1 p.v from conversion of emf to tempera-

ture. Thus, the square of the relative error is:

2 2

wTo

T2 E 2
+ (0.0048)2 + (0.0012)2

o tco

(7. 6)

= (0.00075)2 + (0.0048)2 + (0.0012)2 = (0.0019)2

The wall thermocouple reading, when corrected by calibration,

has an additional uncertainty of ±4 [IV. Conversion of emf to temper-

ature adds an uncertainty of ±1 p.v. Finally, the heating gap correc-

tion (in terms of thermocouple emf) has an uncertainty of ±10

Thus,

2 2
wTw wEtc

+ (0.0033)2 + (0.00082)2 + (0. 0082)2
T2 E2w tc (7.7)

= (0. 00056)2 + (0. 0033)2 + (0. 00082)2 + (0. 0082)2

= (0.0089)2

The fluid properties k, p , C , and p are related to
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temperature through the use of polynomials. In each case the zeroth

order term dominates the expression. Thus, the contribution to the

error in the properties from the error in the temperature is severe-

ly diminished. In addition, the error in the bulk and wall tempera-

tures is on the same order or below the maximum contribution from

other sources. Thus, a negligible contribution from temperature is

presumed, and the result is:

2
kw

k2

w2
_2.

2

2

wC

C2
p

2

2

= (0.001)2 + (0.020)2 = (0.020)2 (7.8)

(0. 0001)2 + (0. 010)2 = (0. 010)2 (7. 9)

= (0. 0004)2 + (0. 005)2 = (0. 0054)2 (7. 10)

= (0. 0002)2 + (0. 020)2 = (0. 020)2 (7. 11)

The sequence of calculations in which the shear rate at the inlet

is obtained is also too complex to formally apply Equation (7.2). A

simple (hopefully meaningful) approach is to use Equation (7. 3). The

uncertainty introduced in generating Equations (5. 9) is ± 1. 5%.

Another source of uncertainty is introduced when exponential inter-

polation is used (±3%). Finally, the use of Equation (5.22) introduces
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uncertainty of *0.1% for the integration and ±3.1% for the 24Q/Tr D3

term. Then,

2w.

20
= (0.015)2 + (0.015)2 + (0.03)2 + (0.001)2 + (0.031)2

Yo

= (0.048)2 (7. 12)

In specifying the wall shear rate in the test section, uncertainty

of ±5% is introduced with the assumption of constant pressure gradi-

ent. The extension of the viscosity curves using the power law intro-

duces *5% uncertainty, and the interpolation between viscosity

curves, ±3%. Thus,

2w.
Nw

= (0.048)2 + (0.05)2 + (0.05)2 + (0.03)2
(7. 13).2

Yw

= (0.091)2

Recalling the relationship for the calculation of the local bulk

temperature, Equation (5.3), the square of the relative error of

Tb - To is:

2 2
wT 2 2

L
w

2
wC

2 w .
b
-T

o
w

W wk m
= + + + + _E.

. 2 C2m(Tb-T
o

)2 W2 k
2 L2

P

= (0.010)2+ (0.00052)2+ (0.020)2+ (0.010)2

(7. 14)

+ (0.0054)2 = (0.025)2
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Then the square of the relative error for the local bulk temperature

is:

2 2 2
wT

b =

w

+

w
T

b
-To To

2 2 2Tb Tb Tb

2 2
Iv

T
2

WT T
b

-T
o

(Tb-To)2
o o

= +
2

(T
b

-T
o

)2 Tb To2 Tb

2
= (0.025)2(-2

31
z1)2 + (0.0019)2 (3221.41) = (0.0075)2\ .4 j

for a point near the exit. Near the entrance, Tb To, so that:

2
wT

= (0.0019)2
T2
b

(7. 15)

(7. 16)

The square of the relative error in the temperature difference,

AT = Tw -Tb, is:
2 2 2 2

wAT
2

wT wT wT T
2 wT T

b
2

w b w w b
2 2

AT AT 2 AT
2

Tw AT
2

T
b
2

AT
2

=

2 2

(0.0089)2 (310.4 )
+ (0.0019)2 (

k 10. 4
21.0)

\

= (0.027)2

(7.17)

Estimates of the uncertainties for the pertinent dimensionless

parameters can now be obtained:

Nusselt number -



w
2

Nu

Nut

2 2 2
w wk w

2

" +
AT

W2 L2 k
2 AT 2

= (0. 020)2 + (0. 00052)2 + (0. 020)2 + (0. 027)2

= (0.039)

Graetz number -

2

2
2 2

wGz
wCw .

Gz
2 m2 C2

2
wk

k2

w
2
x

x2

= (0.010)2 + (0. 0054)2 + (0. 020)2 + (0. 010)2

= (0.025)2

Entrance shear rate ratio -

2
w

2 w.
w

2
No

+ -2
2 . 2 2

+ 9

Yoo

= (0. 048)2 + (0. 010)2

= (0.057)2

Local shear rate ratio -

w5
2w.
Nw

+
2 . 2 2

+ 9
x w

= (0.091)2 + (0. 010)2

= (0.096)2
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(7. 18)

(7. 19)

2w2
.

010)2

010)2

(7.20)

(7.21)

D2

+ (0.

2
wD

. 2

028)2 + (0.

2
w

2

+ (0.

m2

028)2 + (0.
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Modified Rayleigh number -

w2
w

2 2 2 2 2
,, w wa wr,

"
w.m. w

2
c

Ral' L4 --a + ---- + 9 + + + --2- (7.22)
Ra' P P2 D2 W2

L2.,,2 2 2

2wk 2

+ 4
2

k
2

p

= (0. 0002)2 + (0, 020)2 + (0. 028)2 + (0. 010)2 + (0. 020)2

+ (0. 00052)2 + (0.0054)2 + (0.040)2 + (0. 091)2

= (0. 108)2

(The uncertainty in is assumed to be no worse than that in N. . )

The relative errors in the Nusselt and Graetz numbers reflect

conditions at the first local position, 3 inches from entrance. It is

an extreme case. Most of the calculations at this position, as well

as downstream, have far less uncertainty. The errors in local shear

rate ratio and modified Rayleigh number reflect conditions far down-

stream of the inlet. However, bx is never any better than 6 0, and

Rai` is never any better than -c/
o
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This experimental study has provided the first comprehensive

set of data for heat transfer to pseudoplastic fluids in the thermal

entry region of uniformly heated, horizontal pipes. In addition, an

improved method of applying data from rotational viscometers to con-

ditions in a pipe flow has been successfully employed.

From the heat transfer results, it can be concluded that for the

laminar flow of pseudoplastic fluids in the thermal entry region of

uniformly heated, horizontal pipes:

1. The local rate of heat transfer for a temperature-dependent

fluid is greater than that of a temperature-independent fluid at local

Graetz numbers as high as 38,000. Further, the difference increases

as the flow progresses downstream (Gzx decreases).

2. In the absence of natural convection effects, the difference

in the rate of heat transfer to temperature-dependent fluids as com-

pared to temperature-independent fluids can be 38% at Gzx = 625,

15% at Gzx = 24,500, and 7% at Gzx = 38,000.

3. In general, temperature-dependence in fluid rheology is

more important in regard to the rate of heat transfer than the degree

of pseudoplasticity.

4. Secondary flows due to buoyancy can have a substantial

effect on the rate of heat transfer far upstream of the usual onset of
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full thermal development. The point at which this effect becomes

evident moves upstream for less viscous fluids.

5. The effect of the secondary flow coupled with the effect of

temperature-dependence of viscous properties can increase the rate

of heat transfer as much as 62% for Gzx = 230. For full thermal

development, the increase can be 225% over the classic constant-

property value of 4. 364.

6. Secondary flow patterns which have no obvious effect on the

rate of heat transfer can exist far upstream of full thermal develop-

ment in fluids with Prandtl numbers as high as 20,100 at the entrance.

7. The relative value of the local wall shear rate governs the

magnitude of the rate of heat transfer. The relationship, Equation

(6. 1), determines the rate of heat transfer within ± 10%, with a

mean error of 3,57%, for flows without significant natural convec-

tion effects.

8. No significant contribution to the rate of heat transfer is

obtained due to viscous heating for the flow of fluids with entrance

values of Brinkm ann number as high as 4.22 x 10-3.

It is recommended that further study be given to:

1. The determination of the flow patterns characteristic to

secondary flows in pseudoplastic fluids.

2. The determination of the onset of significant effect of the
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secondary flow on the rate of heat transfer for pseudoplastic fluids.

3. The effect of viscoelasticity when secondary flow is present.

4. Heat transfer to dilatant fluids in uniformly heated, hori-

zontal pipes.

5. The interesting possibility of discretely placed heating gaps

in a flow with otherwise uniform heating so that more energy may be

transfered to the fluid without exceeding a critical wall temperature.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Distance from test section inlet to upstream edge of
heating gap

A Cross-sectional area

AL Lateral area

b Distance from test section inlet to thermocouple
location

B1, B2, B3

Bi' , B2, B13

B(n)

Br

Br'

Empirical constants

Empirical constants

Local Nusselt number defined by Equation (1.32)

Brinkmann number, 4 it
w

Q
2/n-

T
o

D
2k

Modified Brinkmann number, D T /q"K 1/n
w
1+1/n

c Distance from test section inlet to downstream edge
of heating gap

C Heat capacity

CO' C1' C2' C3 Empirical constants

C' C' C' C' Empirical constants

d Distance from test section inlet to a point downstream
of heating gap

D Inside diameter of pipe

e

E

Etc

F(X )

Heater voltage

Thermal emf

Indicated thermocouple emf

Function defined by Equation (B. 11)
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g Gravitational acceleration

G(.) Function defined by Equation (B. 12)

Gr Grashof number, p 2
I3gD

3 (Tw Tb)/ri 2

Gr* Modified Grashof number, p 2 2
3gD

4q"/kii

Gz Graetz number, friC /kx
p

h Thermal convective conductance

hr Viscometer rotor length

AH Activation energy

i Heater shunt voltage

k Thermal conductivity

k Thermal conductivity of tube wall
w

K Empirical constant in the power law model or Ellis
model

L Test section heated length

Le Hydrodynamic entry length

m Empirical constant

mi,m2,m3, ... Empirical constants

Mass flow rate

M Torque

Mf Mass of fluid weighed

Nu Nusselt number, hD /k

Nu Local Nusselt number from constant property solu-
xo tion (92)

Nu Local Nusselt number in thermally fully developed
region
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Pe Peclet number, Re Pr = 4riaC /TrkD

Pr Prandtl number, n C /k
p

Pro Prandtl number evaluated at inlet wall conditions

Energy into fluid from heating gap portion of wall

q. Energy into fluid from tube wall

go Energy crossing outside surface of tube wall

9w Energy conducted axially in tube wall

q" Heat flux

Acr Heat flux difference, q" q"
o

,,, Heat flux into fluid from heating gap portion of wall

slo
Heat flux applied at outside surface of pipe, %/AL

q" Axial heat flux in pipe wall

Q Volume flow rate

r Variable in radial direction

R Universal gas constant

R1 Viscometer rotor radius

R2 Viscometer beaker radius

Ra Rayleigh number, GrPr p
213

gD
3 Cp(Tw Tb)/kii

Ra* Modified Rayleigh number, Gr*Pr q2p gD4q"C /k2ri

Ra r Modified Rayleigh number at onset of significant
t secondary flow

Re Reynolds number, 4rin/Tran

S Viscometer scale reading



t Pipe wall thickness

tf Time for M to flow

T Temperature

AT

To

Tv

Temperature difference, Tw Tb

Inlet temperature

Viscometer temperature

Temperatures defined in Figure 5.1Tw2,Twm' Twu

T'
wb

Wall temperature at thermocouple site, corrected
for effect of heating gap

T T2' T3, T4 Viscometer sample temperatures

u Velocity

V Average velocity, ri-i/p A

w. Uncertainty (error) in variable i

x Axial position measured from inlet

X X X1, 2, Independent variables

Y Dependent variable

Z Dummy variable

Coefficient of thermal expansion

yp

1l' Y2

5

E

Shear rate, I du/dr I

Shear rate defined in Figure 5.4

Shear rate at respective positions, R1 and R2

Shear rate ratio, -jw/(8V/D)

Radius ratio R 2/R1

135
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11 Apparent viscosity, T/

110 Empirical constant

Temperature difference, T
via

T
g wc

X Dummy variable

Dimensionless radial position, 2r/D

p Fluid density

Fluid shear stress

Tmax Maximum shear stress for which Theological curve
is valid

To Empirical constant

T1' T2 Shear stress at respective positions, R1 and R2

(i) Dimensionless heat flux, q"D/kTo

Rheological parameter (42)

Angular speed of viscometer rotor

Subscripts:

ab Average bulk condition

of Average film temperature condition, (T Tb)/2

b Local bulk condition

Local position, L

.em Log mean temperature difference

m Arithmetic mean temperature difference, (T Tb)

o Entrance condition

w Local wall condition

wa,wb,wc,wd Wall condition at positions a, b, c, and d

x Position, x
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APPENDIX A

AXIAL CONDUCTION IN TUBE WALL

Consider the model shown in Figure A, 1 for the heat balance

on an incremental segment Ox located at axial position, x. Balanc-

ing the energy transfer for the model:

Figure A.1. Model for heat balance on tube wall segment.

q
o

+ qw (x + Ax) - (x) - qi = 0 (A. 1)

More specifically,

a T
qo Tr D Ax + 1T Dt (x + Ax) k Tr at ° T (x)

a x a x

- hxTrDAx (T Tb) = 0 (A. 2)

where q" is the applied heat flux, k is the thermal conductivity of

the wall, T is the local wall temperature, hx is the local convective
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conductance inside the tube, and Tb is the local bulk temperature.

Dividing by Tr DAx and taking the limit as Ax 0,

a
2T

q
o

+ k
w

t h
x

(T - Tb) 0

a x2
(A. 3)

The second term is obviously the heat flux conducted in the axial

direction. It will be labeled qt!

Near the entrance, the data are correlated by:

1Nux = CIGzx /3

where Cl is a constant. But the Nusselt number is:

hxD q "D
Nu

x
= k (T - Tb)

(A. 4)

(A. 5)

if the axial conduction loss is neglected. Solving Equations (A.4) and

(A. 5) for the temperature difference, one obtains:

1T - Tb = q0" D/k CiGzx /3 (A. 6)

But Tb is a linear function of x; hence, differentiating Equation

(A. 6) twice results in:

a
2T

a x2

uID
2

q

9 kC Gz1 /3 x2
1

Then the ratio qw" 1q0" is given by:

(A. 7)
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9w

=

k k
2 w (C Gz 1/3

) =
-1 Dt 2 w -1 Dt

fit! 9 k 1 x 2 9
--fc Nu -1

"o x x
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(A. 8)

Since the local Graetz numbers for each test section were comparable,

the largest axial conduction came from the large test section. The

lowest Nusselt number at the first axial position of 3 inches was

35.02 for run number 91. So for k /k = 611 and Dt/x 2 = 0.00410,

the ratio is:

qo max

= 0.01590 (A.9)

Clearly, even if the Nusselt number was in error, say 10%, the

maximum axial flux was not greater than 1.8% of the input flux.
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APPENDIX B

EFFECT OF HEATING GAPS ON WALL TEMPERATURE

Consider a pipe flow in which a uniform heat flux is applied at

the boundary. A simple energy balance gives:

Tb - To = Tr bx q u/ririC (B. 1)

where Tb is the local bulk temperature, To is the entrance tempera-

ture, and q" is the applied heat flux. Using the definition of the

Graetz number, Equation (B. 1) becomes:

9- 2 TrTb - To =
k Gzx

(B. 2)

From the definition of the local Nusselt number, one can write:

D 1
qTw - Tb =
ar k Nu

x
(B. 3)

where T is the local wall temperature. Adding Equation (B. 2) and
w

Equation (B.3), the result is:

o
q"D Tr 1

w
)

k Gz
x

Nu
x

T - T (B.4)

In the absence of a substantial secondary flow, the empirical

relationship,

Nuk = C
1

Gzm
x

(B. 5)
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is very good. For a particular set of flow conditions, Cl and m are

constant. Substituting into Equation (B.4), one obtains:

T T
q"D Tr 1

w o k Gzx m)Cl Gzx
(B. 6)

Now, consider a boundary condition of uniform heating every-

where except at a certain number of small intervals where no radial

flux is applied. Taking advantage of the linearity of the energy equa-

tion, superposition can be used to model this boundary condition. The

model, shown in Figure B. 1, allows for a flow of heat into the gap

due to tube wall conduction. This heat is assumed to be uniformly

transferred to the fluid (probably not exactly true) and is given by:

0

Figure B. 1. Model of uniform heat flux with gaps (above) and its
equivalent below.
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(B. 7)

where q" is the heat flux into the fluid in the gap. Making use of

superposition and Equation (B. 6), the following equations give the

relationship for the wall temperature within the region specified:

T - T = F(x) , x <
w o

a (B.8)

T
w

- T
o

= F(x) - G(x - a) (B.9)

T - T = F(x) G(x - a) + G(x - c), x
w o

c (B. 10)

where,
q"D

Tr 1 (B. 11)F(X k Gz
X C Gz

1 X

Aq"D 1 (B.12)G(X) rrGz
C

)
X Gz

1 X

Figure B.2 shows a plot of these functions. At any x, the

difference, T - To, is the algebraic sum of the function values. If
w

the wall conduction were negligible, Aq" q", and the temperature
o

drop in the gap would be substantial. However, high axial gradients

in the wall cannot be maintained if an adequate thermal path exists.

Using the curve through the measured data, the difference be-

tween the measured wall temperature and the wall temperature which

would occur at the thermocouple site (position b) if no gaps were
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Figure B. 2. Plot showing behavior of functions which, when super-
imposed, give T - To.

present can be approximated. This approximation can be obtained

from the following iterative process, making use of Equations (B.8)

through (B. 12).

1. Obtain C
1

for m for the data point using the measured

data for that point and the next point downstream and Equation (B.5).

2. Guess a temperature drop across the gap,

= Twa - T (B.13)
g wc

3. Calculate T - T using:
we o

T - T = F(a) - A (B. 14)
wc o



4.

5.

6.

Obtain G(c - a) from:

G(c - a) = F(c) - F(a)

Obtain G(d c) and G(d

G(d
[G(c - a)

+
g

a) from:

F(d - c)

F(d - a)

- c) - G(d - a)
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(B. 15)

(B. 16)

(B. 17)

(B. 18)

- F(c - a)

G(d FG(c a)- a) = LF(c a)

Calculate T,wd - To by:

Twd - To = F(d) + G(d

7. Obtain the flux conducted into the gap from the upstream

side using the approximation:

side:

gwa
k e
c - a

(B. 19)

8. Obtain the flux conducted into the gap from the downstream

kw (Twd - To) - (T - T )
wc o

d - c
(B. 20)

9. Determine the flux into the fluid from the gap walls from:

E l G(c
g o F(c -a)i

(B.21)

10. Compare the energy into the gap walls from conduction,

qw = TrDt(qw"a + qw"d, (B. 22)
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where t is the wall thickness, with the energy convected out of the

gap walls,

q = irlD(c-a)q"

11. Iterate on 0 until qw = qg.

12. Calculate the difference sought:

Twb w
- T'

b
= G(b - a) - LGF(c - a)Fc F(b - a)

(B. 23)

(B. 24)

where TIwb
is the temperature at point b if there were no gap.



APPENDIX C. LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Data Files

1

1

L

1

L

Figure C. 1. Flow chart.
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Best scan avilable, Original
copy faded.

4 .1`1;,:i (/),A;)C1C1 *:3S1..-)1:44 118)
-iLAL if

OA-iANO
0I=3.1»;
L IS TOTAL HEATED LEt.:CTCM
L=333.F!,

CALLISRATION CCNSIA':,,TS,AS AO SS F-O, SPALL 7EST SECTION,
AL ANTJ FA. FOR LARGE: TziST SLCTIUN
03 e 1=3,16
AS(I)=FFIt,(16)

06 Fs(I)=FFI71(11S)
OD 7 I=',18
AL(I)=FFI')(17)

07 0L.(I)=FFIN(17)
RAw DATA

UATAA0 IS TL RUN 1.1.:16LR
0 IS DIAmLIER,CM
P IS F.-iER,6ATTS ((-ItNGLIC TC CAL/S6C)
1FR IS MARS FLuw PtTE,L5/SEC (CHANGED TO r/SLC)
T3(1) IS: 1!ALET FALK TEmP,C

C IS E-t REA)1NG FROM 'le hUM-3 I,MICRCVCLTS
03 OATANC=FFIN(15)

IF(-E3F(15)) CALL EXIT
0=FFIN(1F)
P=.2359*FF1N(15)
mFR=FFIN(15)
13(1)=FFIP(15)
N4=15
IF(3.LT.2) NN=16
3° 5 I=3,NN
:TC(I)=FFIN(15)
CORRECT W.:4A. TO EMF LND TFANSFORM TO CEGRLES C
rw IS mLASUREO VALLE CukRLCTEJ FOR IC IRFCP,C
TW(I) NU12LREU TOP,O06--;.,OTTOM,EVL'N FROM ENTRANCE
33 11 I=3,NN
IF(NN.E%'.11) CU TO 9
A=AS(I)
3=S (I)
GD TO 10

09 A=AL(I)
9=1LCI)

10

11 T,4(T)=T,1mP(ES)
7W(1)=TE.(1)
T'4(2) TI(.)

JC PAP 5i1T
3 IS .Ji_UmE FLOh 1 E,CD3IC C./SEC
;:i7LT ,,ALL

AT

GT IS LOCAL Gi-LT2 NUm3ER
C X IS POSITION IL4JiL.:ELD ENTRANCE,Cm

FL 15 FLJY,CAL/SEC-CM"2
N=NN/7!
3(1)=1FF-jRHO(13(1))
D.ILT(1)=c,
FL=R/(-I*r.i*L)
x(1)=0.
X(2)=7.62

153
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X(3)=22.e.:-

-'+(

IF (N;. ;:.O. 5) GO TO 12
t5:

X (9) =29%.,iti

G.) TO 15
12 >(6)=297.10
15 33 50 I=2,N

J=I-1
T3(I)=7:1i +X(1)3F-70..."F=OPC.F (TB CA))

ri3 )

'1=24'1

.0=4-1

CAY=.1, (Ti) )
xNUM (I) =,FLOr (CAY*LT (I))

SC

(20) D,!7;T;NC,Ci..;LT,F'...,OZ11.,mFR,t,,xNUm,F,Q,Ti3,TW,X
.f,--ITECE1,1.01";rJATANC10,-.F4,Ft.
wRIT E ft!. 10:)
4RITE(61,122)
GS TO 3

101 F)RtiAT (1X113,1X,F7.14,1),F7,3,1X,F5.4)
1C2 FOR,IAT ((1.X,F7,3 )

END
FjNCTIC1N (T )

C THERmt4. CONDUCTIvIlY, CA,/C4SECC, AS FLNCTICN CF TEMP,
R,EAL K

K=4.62734',1.u070E-02:1.1(1,6u74E-06)47443+
Xt2.322517.,05)*T**4(1.0541E-10)*T"5
K=K/36CO.
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION CPT)

C -I. AT OOITY, CAL/:7.C, . FUNCTION CF TEMP,C
CP=1.3069(6.7042E-04)*T+(l.bci72E-05)*T4*2(1.7171E-07)
x,^i4.34-(c.'031EL-154Y-'4
RETURN
EAO
FJCTIO;,, Mj(T)

G/CLS'IC CM, AS FLNCTICN OF TEMP,C
RHO=.0997.74.02,,,,9E-05)*F-1,74e164,E05)*T*42+(5.4549E-08)
J414-1'3(3.1046E-10;4T*1.4+(e.0997E-13)*T4-*5
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION TEmF(E)

C0^;4i=TS IC J.E:ICINGE IC CGPEES C

T IS eF
6C 7f r.;.0

Si I) Oc
qC T=32.4';,2L1.5R+.045541-6,584039:E-07*E**2
50 TE4P=(1-320/1.8

R.:TURN
EA1
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T

.7c

IS '):::TAET
I3 5IS1AEF IC Lr-F!,7Wil LDC:c UF AP FfiC!" Et,Tktka,CM

C X IS OISIC O .ICE OF GAP FRG4 LriTRA'ACEICP,,
C xD IS CISTANOE TO FOIN1 CCANSTRT.A?- CF THE GAP FRCe ENT
c RAASIE:m
C XAO IS HALF THE C/AF ID1''4,h
C XAC I TH AP WIOTH,CM
C XAO IS THE SISTANO1 T DOWNSTREAM POINT FROM THE UP
C .STrZEA C7.'a CF GAP,Cm
o U7LT IS Tr:F. tmLASULD CIFFEMLNCE IN LCCAL WA..L AND LOCAL

BUL4 TE'!F,C.
C EA IS ExECWENT IN t',ODEL AU=C*C,Z*4EN
C C IS CONSTANT IN APO/: mOSEL

IS FuCTI7N 3SEC LJA UAIIFCRM HE FLUX hnICi- GIviL!.;
CF DIFF-RcNE HiwN LL;'L WALL TEMF AND THE

TEMFpC
C T-IC IS 71.IFFREN0E E.lN WALL TEMP ANC ENTR,ANOE ti.m.P AT

C

XCI:

THD IS- OIFFEREACL EEIN WALL TEMP ANC ENTRANCE TE!'qD AT
C XD,C
C DTA IS THE DROP IN WALL 1EMF ACROSS THE CAF,C

F4.1 IS HEAT FUJX CCNOUCTES INTO GAP FRCm UPSTREAri
C SIOE,,AL/SLC-C42
C Fq2 IS DITT) FW1 F'0?-1 CUWNS1RLAM SICL

IS '.-+LL TkICKNZSS,Ct'
FSAP 15 FLUX INTO r-LU10 cFCf.. WALL,CAL/St:C-C2
OT IS TH!! P;;cEjICTEC 0IFE,;NE01. THN TPE PlEASLREC iALUE

C DT AT Y ANG T4. ALLE Al X NITHLUT A CAFIC
C X'Au4 IS iI NSSELI NUHSLR 3ASE0 Ct. mEASJRED VALUE
C

C

DELT
SZ IS THE LOCL GRAEIZ NU`18:A

C R IS THr PUN NUM-?i--F
OIM=NSIGq :4t0),CELI(9).xNUmV-3),G2i3),CTN),;IGAP(9),
*E4AALL(91,FLAI:9).FLW2(rP,FLG(S),CTG(9),RfS)10(9:1T9i9),TW(18)
0J11iN A!'j),DELT(9),XNUM:),G7(9),C1,EN,1
ki.AL L,mFk

O

C)=TIYI!::-YLJT
R.i49:?3)0,UATANOICELI,r,,G2,L,MFR,N,XNUm.F,O,T3,TWe:
IF(IDF(?;A)CALL EXIT
T. tO1
IF('4.SO.91T=.CF89
CO 1U1 I=2,N
TEST-T-0

R(I)=OATAND
DTA=1.

(I)..

Kr..0

r..2

)(7,=x(L)+.
X30' X0D

XAC=1..016
::0,7:X4OfX00

SO TO 2C

;7.-TAL(Um(1)/XNUm(m))/ALC.GtS7(1)/G-i_k))
SO C=XNJ'(-11/1Z:I)"EN)

CiC
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JT3:F (1 ))
?5

T-iC=F(xt )-57w
4.`

7-nr.; 4,-7,AC )1 ig" ( XAC)

FW2=.90(41*(Tt-D-7-.E.)/X0;
(GC/ P (A(.)

C.,C,:=("v414-Fw214T
03=FG;;F'XAC
IF (FGAP.L.T.0)G0 TO 31
.1.(4-03) 30,311:S2

30 TEST::DIn
T.G CU ro 31

DTA=C.',Twfl.
60 TO 25

32 K=0-1
I(T.E.:-.1.t.C.D.-.uR.I.EIT...,T.J7W)GC TO 31
JTW=DIN-.1
GO T1 25

31 DT (I) =-GtOF (0.13)/r( XAC)
OTrAI)=D7w

Ao(I)=OG
Q4ALL(I)=OW
FL.41 (I) =FW1
FL,42 (I) zFW2
FLG(I)=FGAP

100 CONTP4U:
14-(IT:.(30) 0,04TANC,CE.1.7,0T,F,_i GZ,LpmFR9r
wRITEG-5,200) (R(I),..,Elf (I) ,OT (I) vOTG (1), CGAP(1 ) CP1.-.L1.- )

I=2,N)
200 FO,ZMA7(1X,F3.091X,FE.2,2 (1X,F5.2) 12 (1),a1.5))

GJ TO 5
ENO
FUN:710N F (Y)
CO4MO4 ( 3) DELT(9),XNUm(5) ,C1 IEN, 1
F=JELT(I)*XNCM(I)*(3.14135/ (1)/Y)4GZ (I))+1./ (C1

"( (X (I)/Y) 4G.7(I)} "EN) )
RETURN
ENO
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t[ISCJ

C..:MmUJ 4(?,6)
05TANU

PEAL 1O,41)1,IGP112,1NT,L,YFR
C m:IICH IS 00C-. FUC NLN VIC:)SITN CGNSTA%TS

mATCH=1
3 READi30)01CATANO,JLT,CY,FL,GZIL,HFR,N,P,O,T3,TW,X

IF(C3F(30)) CALL EXIT
mATC=mATCH-1
IF(mATEH.NE.0) GO 10 17
M:414
WR1 E(61,107)3

C INPUT OF VISTEMP,TV(I),ANO MAX TAU FOR hF1CH CUOE

00 5 I=1,NT
TAOH(I)=FFIN:18)

5 Ti!I)=FFIN(18)
C INPUT OF V1S CONSTANTS ANO hRITE CHECK

R'FAD(19)4
hTTYIN(4HHR= )

T.F(4.::;T.C) HPITEW1,15):(4(I,J),J=1,6),I=1,NT)
15 FUR1AT(IX,6(E10.4,1X))

IUT OF STEPs,IZE, DTAU, CYhE/SC CM
17 07NU=TTYIN(4mDT= )

03 100 I=1,N
C STA<T (LC FOR VALUES AT LOCAL
C (, N,_WTONI4N WALL SFEALi FATE/ t'.V/C, 1/SEC
C LCCAL ALL 77:4P (C14-:r-,ECTIC1), C

-,N(1)=32,40(I)/(3.14159*04-43)
(E

IF(I.NE.1) GC TO 1
DT401=CTAU

16 ATI4(I)=YE(I)45ELT(1)CT(I)
C THIS LOP CHOC,SES CORPECT V1S CURVES FCP INTERPCLATIO,

OU 23 J=1,NT
IaTw(1).;T.T4(J),ANC.J.LT.NT) GO IC 20
11=J-1
IJ=J
IF(J.UC.1) II=J+1
GO TO 25

20 CONTINUE
C TR, TEMP RATIO USEC I. INTERFCLATICN
25 T((;TW(I)-7.1(II))/(TJ(IJ)TV(II)))*(TV(Ij+273,)

X/(4T4(1)+273,)
WUTE(E.1,1)6)TV(I1),TV(IJ)
TAUL?=0.
TAUU.'=.
I`.T=0,
02z0.

GO TO 70
OYAUC=OTAU
3G=G(I)*,005
THIS LOUP ITLPATZS ANC INTEGRATES FOR VALL SHEAR STRESS,

,7,411H.A(1) AT TFL PiLLT TEmP
C TAU0 IS TAU C U;;::.% 1E1;- CLRVL
C TAW_ IS TAU ON LCER 7L1R CURVL
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C T4U1 L 74U2 INItRi'OLATEC S CF TAU ECTW:1Ef4
CLR4.7S

C A1 TAL12
C GM i r< KAL!: f,iNi.si:;r, Al Ci 4/S It_o.t2

:s oF TC Z.T;7:SS, TAU
C ET;vi IS APPAkAT WAJ.L. Vi3CO")1T, P.-J1SE
C IT 13 NUmtiR c INCFAL3 11E4T1ONS (FLANNEO)
C Er,,R0';: IS MLASURE t)F CVEKShOUT OF T It,TECRATION

CO 4t1 J=1,999.12
JK=J+1
OTAU=OTAU2
GO TO 37
OTAU=(.,:f0OTAU/OG)sCGG

37 TAUL.11=T;WO2fOTAU
Gil-GA4(1J,T:.UU1)
OG=GIG3
IF(OG.GT.CGO) GO TO 31
IF(JG.GT.0) CO TO 39

38 DiAL1=7)T4U42.
T4UU1=1AUU2fOTAU
G1=GA1(IJITAUU1)
OSzGlG2
IF(3G..4.T.9) GO TO 38

39 TAOL1=TAUL2+CG/GAmF(II,TALL2)
TAi1=TAUL1*(TAUU1/TAUL1)"TR
IGRD1=TAU1"3
IA7=INT+CDG/2.)4(IGRO1+IGRO2)
Ym(G1INT/IGPO1)13.
IF(R.GT.Y) GO TO 42
TAUW=TAU1
GA4W(Ii=O1
ETAW(I)=74U1/G1
ITZR=J

4C LiROR=(YR)/R
GO TO 47

41 OTAU=(.94-OTAU/OG)4CGG
42 TAUL2=TAULI+OTAU

G2=GA1(II,TAUL2)
0.3=G2G1
IF(DG.GT.OGG) GO TC 41
IF(DG.CT.6) GO TO 44

43 DTAUTLL*2.
TAUL2=TAUL14.DTAU
G2=GAM(II,TAUL2)
OG=G2G1
IF(OG.LT.0) GO TO 43

44 T4UU?=TAUU140G/GAmP(1J,TALU1)
TAU?=T41.4.2*(7AUU2/7AUL2)44TR
IGRO2=TAL12"3
1NT=INT4(9G/2.)*(IGR31+IGRO2)
t=(G2INT/IGRO2)/3.

(,J Tu 45
ii--Nt.:J0) GC T3 4t
TAji:=TtO2
GAMW(I)=G2
ET4W(I)=TAW/G2
ITEK=JK
GO TO 40

46 CO4TINUE
47 ',,IITi(Z11,1(3)TAUW,ITEPIERRUR
C THIS LOOP SELLOTS VI: INTECL4TICN 47 CULK 1.EF
48 DO 4) J=1,4T

IF(73(i).CT.TV(J)) GO TO 49
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II=J-1
IJ=J

II=J'1
GJ T3 E0

4c$ C),411*:UE
50 TAU(1)=0

TAUL2=0.
TAUU2=0.
GAMMA(1)=C.
IGRO2=0.
OTAU=OTAU1
I1T=0.

Ti=((T3(1)TV(II))/(TV(IJ),..TV(II)))*(Ty(IJ)+273.)/
X(13(1)4.273.)

C THIS LOOP FINDS WALL TAL i.ALL. GAP AT ELLk TEMP ANC
C GENERATS TAO AND CAM 1.6)Ct::S ACROSS CRCSS SECTION
C TAU(J) IS TAU AT JTM STEP ACROSS CRCSS SECTIOt+
C GA144(J) IS C07:S('CNC:N5 GAM

OD 63 J=2,1OU092
JI=J-1
JK=J+1
CO TO 53

52 OTAU=!(.9*OTAU/OG)*CGC
53 TAUU1=TAUI24-0TAU

CAMMA(J)=GAM(IJ,TAUU1)
OG=GAmMA(J)GAMMA(JI)
IF(OG.GT.JGG) GO TC 52
IF(OG.GT.0) GO TO 55

54 OTAU=OTAU*2.
TAUU1=TAUU2tOTAU
GAAMA(j)=GAM(IJ,TALU1)
DG=GA'IMA(J)CAMMA(JI)
IF(DS.LT.0) GO TO 54

55 TAUL1=TAUL2+CG/GAMP(II,TAUL2)
TAU(J)=TAUL1*(TAUL1/TAUC1)**TR
ISRD1=TAU(J),43
INT=INT4-(06/2.)*(TGRC1+IGRO2)
Y=(GAMMA(J)INT/ICRO1)/3.
IF(R.CT.Y) GO TO 61
G3 TO 57

5t OTAU=(.9+9TAU/06)*CGG
57 TAJL2=TAULl+STA'J

GA4MA(1K)=GAM(IT,TAUL2)
OG=GAIM,.(JK)GA A!'A(J)
TF(OG.GT.OGC) ,O IC 56
IF(OG.GT.0) GO TO 59

58 DTAU=OTAU*2.
7:4UL2=TAUL1+0TAU
GA4MA(Jr)=GAM(IIITAUL2)
OG=GA9MA(JK)GAMMA(J)
IF(05.LT..) C.J0 TO 55

59 T:,Pi?...TAU(Ji.2WP(IJ,TaUti1)
TAO(
I.P.:3?=T;XiiK)**3
IAT=I"IT+(l2.)4*(IG:C21+IGRO2)
Y.t(C;Am''A(P)INT/IGRO2)/3.
IF:(R,LT.Y) GO TO 62
IF(J.EC.938) GO TC 63

60 CONTINUE
61 NI=J

GO TO Sti
62 NA=JK

GO TO 64
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63
Gj TO 100

4

U(qN)=0.
C=3/(TLUN:02.)
E=TAU(NN)*GAHA:.(NN)
TIT= 0.

C T41$ LCOF GENERATES U(J), AT EACH TAU(J)
UI :3 ma) IELuk:,IT1 AL..ATE.0
3.) 65 J=1,NH
K=NI-J+1
KK=K-1
OG=SAHN4(le)-GAM4A(KK)
IAT=r0-4.(36/2.)*(TA0004-TAU(KV))

65 U(KK)=C*CCE-T;.U(14.<)*GAH,!A(KK)J-INT)
Ul(I)=U(1)
03(1)=0.
IG-02=0.
3=(6.2830:1mC*42)/0(I)

C THIS LOOP CALL 00(1), VOLUME. FLOW RATE FOR CHECK
00.66 J=2,NN
JI=J-1
OTAU=TAU(J)-TAU(JI)
IGR91=IGRO2
IGU2=LI(J)*TAU(J)

66 0C(I)=GCAIlf(3TAU/2.)4(1GRC1+IGRO2)
0.7,;(i)=CC(I)*6
W;ITE(61,1C2)00(i)
IGRO2=-C.
F.TA3(I)=0.

0 THIS LOOP CALC ETAE, VIS AT auLK OCKCITICNS
33 67 J=2,NN
JI=J-1
OTAU=TAUCJJ-TAU(JI)
IGRO1=IGRO2
IGRO2=U(J)*(TAU(J),42)/GAm4A(J)

67 ETA3(I)=ETA3(I)+(3TAU/2.)*(IGRO1+IGRO2)
ETA3(I)=FTA9(I)*0
ORITE(61,101)ATW(I),Te(1)0(1),GAHH(I),ETAW(I),ETA3(I)
GO TO 100

C THIS LOOP CALCULATES wAL SEAR EATS IN THE. H3.:LTED

C S:CTI,JN u;;ING TAuw
IF TALK ExCEEAS CUEVE LIMITITAUM,POWER LAk, EXTRAPOLATION
IS OSLO

70 ALT=ALOG(5./9.)
IF(TAuW.GT.TAU4(II)) GO TO 71
GL=GAm(II,TAUW)
IF(TAUW.GT.TALPi(IJ)) CO TO 72
GT=GAN(IJITAUW)
GO TO 73

71 TAIJ1=.58TAUi(II)
31=-SA4.(1I,TAU1)
T:11J2=.T-U'4(II)
G2.GA,g1I,TA02)

GL=G1$(74UW/TPU1)**Rtsi
72 TALJ1=.54TAUI(IJ)

U1=GAH(IJ,TAU1)
TAU2=.941.9(IJI
G?-1.-SA9(IJ,TAU2)
RA=ALOG(1/C2) /ALT
r.",J=G14(Ti2,iJ/T;w1)44RN

73 !:,Alw(I)=CL*(GU/GL)**IR
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1.3)

1:G

33 13 3
101.
102
103
iC
105
106
16?

FDR.447 (1J.,3 (FL, 2,1X) )F7.7, (1X,F7.4)
FORMAT(lX,EA.E.,5)
FiR:14T(1 X,R7.2, 1X t13,1X,FE.4)
FORMAT IXIF7. 2)
r0R^IATii),,TBULK CALC I1 G1 10004/,
FOP:1V1 (1Y, 2 (F6.2, 1X) )
FO,Z41431 st,t0I,A= 6, CMi)

)

1X,2 (F7.272)) ,F7.5)

F:j331-11. C;.1(,J,S)
(7,b)

riAl=tiO,1)S:it A (MC, 2)*SS*4-2+A Cet0,3)SS443+A (N014)SS*4+
XA(..1!).) 4-SS54-A (Y0,6 )4SS*46

P.: TURN
ZN
FUNCTIUN GAMP(413,s1)

A (7,6 )
GAMP=UMP,1) .2.4110'Pt214-SS+3.4A 01P,3)*SS42+

X4.A ('IP,A.)*SS 3+5.4 A (MP ,5)SS**4+6.*A (PiF,6)4SS45
RF.:TURN
ENO
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L',1Thq LF;=:CT
C GAP IN

INLtT CCNr:

r:,,L,LK 00NC

C P.RT1, LOCAL PANDTL rC AL T euLi< CCNO
C PRw, LO7AL PkANOTL rc "...it,4L AT CCNO

LO.-1;tL R.TIc. OE TO thc:Ak RATc
LOCAL PATIO OF VOCS1TY AT BuLK TC WALL COND

LGCAL GRAFT.? NC ivAL PT SULK CONC
C P4IW, LUCL OIMENSIONLES'S FLUX W/K EVAL AT WALL TEMP

L.C,CAL CIMLNSILWLE:S FLUX W/K LVAL Al BLLK TEMP
C 6Mm31 LOU,L MODIFIE0 CRA;HCF NO EVAL AT EULK C000
C G44, MODIFIFG C4ASH3F O AT 'eALt CCNO
C ,614, LUCIA. MODIFIED FAYLEIGH NC EVAL ELLK CCNC
C RAMw, LUCAL MODIFIED RAXLLIM NO EL AT WALL CONC
C HA, L0CAL COkVECTIkiE C3fiCLCTAi.CE EVAL AT CIRC AVE PALL
C T'L'IP, CAL/SO C1SC

ClC IS CO.kECTION IN LCCAL WALL TEMP CUE TO EFF:ICT OF
C GAP IN HATINGIC
C HT, LUCAL OONvECTIVE CLN3UCTW:CE EVAL AT TCP WALL T:-:MF,
C CAL/SG CMSzC
C M3, LOCAL CONVECTIV'e CONDUCTANCE EVAL AT ECTTCM WALL
C TEMP, CAL/S0 CMSEC
C NUAW, LOCAL NUSSL:LT NO LAAL Al CIRC AVi WALL COND
C NUAB, LOCAL NUSSELT NC LVAL Al CIRC AVE WALL TEMP ANC
C 11/K EJAL AT LOCAL CULK LIMP
C NjT, LOCAL NUSSELT NC LVAL AT TOP WALL TEwF ANJ W/K EVAL
C AT LOCAL BULK TEMP
C NUS, LOCAL NUSSELT NO EVAL AT BOTTOM oAL TEMP AND W/W
C EVAL AT LOCAL SULK TEMP
C G, LCCAL GPASHOF NO :7UAL MT WALL CONCITIONS

GR1, LOCAL Gez.ASHCF NC CAL ki BULK CCNCI1IONS
0I1 EklI3h ATW(9),DELVIDT(9),ETA3t9),ETAP(9),ETA0,9),
GAMW(q),GN(9),CR.9(5),GRM3(9),OkmY(5),GRW(S),GZ(S),MA(E),
^Het9),HT(9),NUA9("4),NUAWYEO,NUO(9),NLT(9),FHIE(9),
mP!-:IW(9),P,;03(g;,PRW(9),0(9),k4h6(9),RAMW19),RE(9),

RIAL K,MFP,L,NUAa,NUAW,NUBOUT
IqTEGL:P DATaNC

0:1 ii2AD(q0)AIW,O,DATANO,OI,-.:TA6,ETAw,FLIGAMWIGN,GZILOFR,
'-!,°,1,T4OW,TP,TW,LM,X
IF(E0F(AC)) CALL EXIT
O2=.1.07.3240
Gm,98C.7

3R=(FTAW(1)*0(1)**2)/((T3(1)+27304.785*X*42)*K(T6(1))
"41.86EC7)
DU 139 1=10
M=2*I
J=4-1
61-).7tT:'40

CAx3=-':(T,(I))

P::;3(1).7.-CF(P3(I))*LTA8(I)/GAY8
PW(I)=CP(ATW(I))4ETAW(I)/CAYW
CIL(I)7-GA'iW(I)/GNtI)
t7ARcI)=TA6(I)/ETAW(I%
PiTw(I)=FLcO/(CAYW,(Te(I)+273.))
PHIl(I):(I)*CAYWiCAY,i!
C;4J(I)=C-,4(0,.4)*(i,HCCIT::(I))"2)4FL4E(T5Ii1))/(CAYE4

*ETA3(I)**2)
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»/
*:-TA(:).* -z)

RA1A(E)=-N(j)',,..)
IF(14.1) L;o TJ
HA(I)=P-L/(:,1:i(1)-1,-,(I))
HI(T.)=FL/Ci(1)-3T(I)-T(I))
H9(I)=PL/(144(4)-DT(I)-T8(I))
NUAw(I)=mi:I(I)4,3/C:N
NUA9(I)ra(I),O/CAY9
NUT(1)=HT(I)*0 /CAYE
NU3(I)=H3(I)0/OAYE
GRW(I)=GR1w(I)/NuAt,(I)
GR9(:)=6F-:3(I)/NLAE:I)

100 CDATIT)E
,4--(ITE(EC)AT,C,CATA!.),CEL,LT,ETAEIETA;,LT,FLIGAmw,

*GN,GR3,GP9B,Ckmw,GRw,GZ,NA,MBIHT,L,kFP,N,NUABINuAw,NOe,

wRITE(51,101)(R(I),GZ(1),),uAz.(1),NuAW),CLL(1),TAFAI),
4-PHIw(I),PPBf.I),RAmW(I),I=2,N)

101 FiiRmAlclY,F3.0,1x,F3.2,2(1X,F6.3),2(1X,F7.4),1X,FE.41
*1X,F3.2,1Y,F10.2)
GO TO 5
A140,

FUNCTION K(T)
C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, CAL /CM- SEC -C, AS FLNCTICN OF TEmP,

C

REAL K
K=4.82734(1.6070E-C2)*T-(1.b674E-66)*T**3+

X(2.3225E-08)+T**4-(1.0341E-10)*T**5
K=K/3600.
RETURN
ENT]

FUNCTION M(T)
C THERMAL EXPANSIVITY,1/C, AS FUNCTION OF TEMF, C

8=-61.0344-16.94747-.223744742+(2.603E1-03)4J**3-
x(1.7805E-05)4T*4.4+(5.332a-05)*T**5
B=9 *1.0E-06
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION CP(T)

C `SCAT CAPACITY, CZLiG-C, AS FW\CTICN CF TEmF,C
30=1.00b9-(6.7042E-54)47*(1.b972E-05)*I**2-(1.7171E-07)

PoT**3+(6.53161-10)*T 44
RETURN
END
FUNCTION RHO(T)

C DENSITY, C/CUBIC CM, AS FUNCTION OF TEMP,C
Rm0=.99.997+(5.0235E-05)4T-(7.d164E-0E)474#2*(5.4549E-06)

x4T**3-(3.104E-10)4T**44.(6.09S7E-13)*T*45
RETUR^I
EN3
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APPENDIX D

LISTING OF VISCOMETER DATA
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iCi 21.4=

r,
:?.0 C 2 C

..... .

6

C

U

:.`

"

C/SC Cm AT
C 2 7'..0 &:.?

* -:.0 17tU C 0

77.3 .)L.E

3C3, :4]!. 17b.c
V. 7Y:1.7 221.!,

273.
C.147 :77.277sC 1?6341(." 17.3 441.0

T

SS, CYr.z5/!.-.0 CI 4T -
."A.. 70,H) C 70,9 C 4'.! C 'z2;!: r t.-,:-. 72.'i C ,Y..'..? C

------ ------ -- 11 E.
r, n

r: C C

.7E. 1.4 12.e 0 0 0 0 0
1.,:l 2 27..r., 1?.0 13.1., 0 C C c

2. :':,

.77,

k.7,-

.C:

L7.0
i;.".i!.

1C,C.i.,

:Thi

5,,,,-.

47.4
:7.:
i'd-.!

?4.3 17.c.: 0

3,.? 2,..7 _.7.4

f1( 7.2
77,5 l',.i.i; n'.4

I:

C

7''.?

0

C

Icl.

..f.-
31.1 15.3 1

:,,,_.- :"; 1 4.3 ::J:...:7 71:.... !'_':;.' 1'2
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$1,11M5 ;CT

V7t, 30.1: C 'H.72

c.7.7

1.12 125.4 112.1
2.26 121.4 149.0
3.79 271.,., 1,74.7

6.?9 7C.7

22.3

1.17 3::1.9

7,2.5

117.917
27.3

641.4

7-.E

- -----

,Y.L
61.4
91'.2

121.0

:51.2

"7...:1 7

-5.-

r..:3.1

".;2.c

-

72.7 C
------

12.0
C7.7
1.7

14.:2

3t4.

E3.2 C

1.2.1

16.1
39.6

l'C.7
1';14.2.

POLYCx
1:71 1.2.[:0 45

71PCSc, EY!H/S1 C
20.1 C 71.1; C 7

------ ------
.36 227.7 151.4 1!47.4 119.9 94.0 4c2,..E 2cj.2

?c;-,r. 7'1.1 21.2.7 17. 142.9 7.1 ,7.4
1.1 2472.7 2...;.t 1:'2.6 972 C7.E
2.7L 437.1 232.3 140.9 L,4.0

579.1 3.i 355.1 214.2 173.7, 119.5
61.4 38).E. 241.4 176.6

12.16 759.7 66..E 6E9.3 121.1 44-3.0 266.4 217.1
20.36 994.2 e:1.9 7i9.7 !7,97.3 372.8 302.9
322 4 :C151.6 1226.2 014.0 617.', 70 441.0 346.6
6t.67 160.3.: 14..1.1 1234.7 1C90.4 962.1 633.4 013.1

2.47. 9OLYOX (C2.110
SYS7F2h 7 CIA= C.0c 21 CIA= :.2.n0 -m

71c3 , C-_I/IC Cm 47 -
V1... 20.1 C 7L.0 C -2.0 C 5C.1 C 60.3 C 70.0 C 04.0 C

.7 59.7 60.2 3C.3 21,.1 17.3 1 0

.7:7 113.4 ,1.j.6 64.6 4.4 34.8 24.3 16.2
1.13 16;7.7 af3.4 c7.5 67.2 43.6 34.6 24.3
2.26 230.2 151.4 11.2.6 113.4 '34.7 63.2 43.7
3.39 26.3.6 204.9 1E4.9 151.7 113.4 61 62.4
6.77 412.7 744.t 255.1 234.9 161.4 140.5 178.5

'"26.0 775,5 107.2
1.1.'
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APPENDIX E

LISTING OF REDUCED TEST DATA
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CmC FLN NC.
F R. 1u545:_

)!, T4ALL
TOP. C C

0 21.E4 21.E,

1,7x:c 04

2

FL.Lx=

r.z2

viS,F.K

2 c C 7 I 2 1,174q
22.5i 45,,27 4,3.27 22.37 33
4,7.72 52.C3 27.CE 1.7.72e.... 03 41.i.0
7.23 2,72 2.22 22.01 32

1:1.'3 1.0 .i3 1.cL0!J
1.?k.58 72.E5 27.10 2.1E.E 23 410.0
297.16 2.99 81.07 64.77 7C.1 .3.E.022E CS 41C.,..

7.1% 2',C FL N NC 71 Oir: 1.1!.4 CM
F R= 242.99 0/SEC F04= Eu13.2 ,.OTTS c.,,=,1TE/E0

7.!.!

0

702

T41LL
TcP, C
'22.15

47.E

7!.71
!'2.79

e.J, L

47.EL

L1.3,0

74.54
Ei.J-

COSy

,6.77

4.1:
772.1

C

2'.CF
?S.
24.57

OH rATZI,

1.1.735 03
2.1713
2.2:7FE 02
2.74:7,_: 03
2.ç22 3

4.1.5-3E 03
17

.33325 07.

721,',

73.2
721.5

721.E

731,7

vIS,c2K

FOISE
.5C7

.F22

...!,157

3.C% C'IC RLI NC 72 2.5ec
F R= 10c3.95 1;/1...E.0 P0,,= 3t53.2 ri FLLX= 1..F47 4ATIEPT-0

".(9 ",ALL. E.-4 PAT:, vIs,Ey
TCF, C SCT. C CC', C 1 D/SCC FOIiE

D 22.19 22.12 22.15 22.15 .1?t-:2 01 23., 1.612
?..1..2 10.5E 39.33 4S.21' 22.41 02

?a.l.36 46.60 45.52 4E.16 22..4 1.734EE 02 eF.9 1.6016
45.72 51.17 53.5? 2.1587:: 02 5,9 1.5E10

5,=.1.e 59.11 E1.13 1.5ce4
121.52 67.49 85711 C2 1.4321
0,e':.83 74.34 70.3E: 74.2 27.3? L.1E53E 02 Fa.,; 1.727

79.s2 73.5.7 71.57 29.:C 4.6465E 02 1.253
2;7.1c e2.20 75.91 81.17 :C.t2 02 F.:.5 1.1741

3.71 RFS NO 23 DT;.= 1.2E.T1 Cm
77E.2 C-/EC W=TTS -;..(._X= 717, O'ITC

Y, "TrA:L,K, ',. EH ES, 1.1S,,:-.K

C C CF C 1/:E: C/O CIS
1; 22;51 13.9 1.417C

7.e3 3.L215 32 1.]1.'1 1.4113
4.22 ?;:.Et 20 1E.-!'.=

1.3e11
23.(2

12'1.52 64.4& 132 1.3181

fl.1?
.12 1.2700

C,J7.1e, 27.12 1.1554
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`2,84% CMC NO tt C:4,
-1A:s Pz 15.52 GPJ::27

x, T.IALL TALL

1.3&.. c!.

001.TT:3/SC

T5ULK8 W .4.15,EK

C'

TOP, 2 ;.'t:TI C 3,72 CM `473 0
0 22.11 2::.12 22812 17t7.2 38775C

,t2 36.04 2:.:.2L 47.,.37 32.24 907_.,:1 .2 127...?. 2 3.7472
22.52 1.2777 03 10t.0 3.b79.7

7.72 51.'::3 51.92 7.4.32 23.27 1.6371 127.J 3.57.37
7E822 E:34,.7 724,53 60.59 2441.c 22 12,57,1 3.,4813

r:6.63 L5.74 25.c? 23 17,:7.0 7.325'2,
1F2 a 72.13 13.32 75.65 27...3 ,..24722 03 3..]545.
2'7'7.16 62622 85.21 31.41 Fr4'.:c,FE 03 2257.0 2.9 C5C

4% C'10 KC .1IA= 1.3eL CM
F FC6= 6511.E 61:7-5 FL1., = .0'71 64TTS/50:

X, 7.,q4LL, F.ATT, vIS$EK
TCP, C 207, C CUR, C C 1/2= FOISE
71.32 21.30 21.30 21.50 1.20,t0 23 1.±76.4 2.75E5

70.7 33.3. 3.?.72 .34.25 21.45 2.074=77 01 5560.4 2.7552
.22'0L2, 47.1c 47.3t 6.7 21.74 7.7.2LE 03 003:.,6 2.7305
47.72 4.70 54.2.1 F7.41 22.17 4.EF'H2 7;3 12";2j.4 2.32:21

6:;.7)1 02.92) 64.15 '22 .7 C.2227t 17 16'i0 .L 2.6427
171..97 67.72 F-7.4, 72_73 22.C7 122.4 2.5:724

74.5.: 76.31 24.t5 1. 24 l'0:3 c7s4 2.4723
7. t2.75 61.3C 27.27 18361275 64 10i:414 2.7377:c:

CMC RLN KC 62 CIA= 2.650 CM
P= 102.(4 Csi0EC FC6= WAT70 -7..LX= 1.440 W.ITTS/E 0'

3M T4;1LL 7ALL TWALL8 TcLL'r, 6 51-1 487E-, 6 258 VI'7vFK
TOP, C ECT, C UR, C C 1/5:0 11/32. Fors::

n 21.35 21835 21.2E 6.11: "E 2! 30J5.3 7.2126
7.2 37.32 37.30 37;.29 21.57 1.4'-,44E 22 303.3 5.9572

22.86 4'4.39 44.06 2.00 1.2756E 02 305.2 5.0,5.5.
45.72 ',1.-;!2. 31.31 52.65 2.04 2..1472i 22 325.-!
7.20 5E,53 56.5, F0.3? 23.52 2.10275 02 522 4.3 5.4232

63.92 03.55 65.7C 24.75 4.29e2E 1? 307.3 5.10E4
102.2b 7005F 71.57 2E 51 5.86815 02 3u1.15 5.7254
243.« 75.5':. 73.15 2F.24 f..50:7E 02 '25.7 5.3445
25-1.15 32.16 e.2.41 25.75 8.2291E 02 38.3 5.047C

cmc PA:N ilC t:L. :14= 2.88C C'
1-',4s;: 0.r F3Y4.7. 5722.5 ..-41"11, 7L0x= ,745

X, CH ik1. . Ti.ALL T71.Lk. 4 2

7'00 C ECTI CC', C C 1/577,
0 21.30 21.30 21.30 1.721E 02 e2i.1 5.2228

7.22 35.22 36.48 41.14 21.42 4.C38,1:2 02 501.1 8,2C1E
2. ,8.72 47.82 21.80 0? 6.01.1 5.1878

27.03. 62 E7C1.1 5.3858
76 .?6 27.::4 59.33 02.81 F:.!-72:: 02 4,3252
171.12 8.67 E,8.94 1.24251 03 201.1 4.5+473

72.31 7C.7:'; c73 4:6708
77.t0 7c....26 4.5142

2'H7.18 31.7 31.6 53.72 2&a. 27 4.3772
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1.1:% PJL iUN +.O 2'5

E'4,6 F ri= 101.47 C/521 P0w,r.

1.35. C",

r,n473 FL14= 9.27 rA1T'2/S5 C.+"

X, C44 TWALL TWALL , VIStEK
TOP, C Li0T, C C6i6 C 7,m. POISE

0 22.00 22.00 22.L, 07 1.51.0 .6282
33.50 36.73 .1.70 22.23 .5245

?2.66 45.57 45.37 45.24 2.7.7 1.7.76 03 1E5.0 .5170
45.72 52.26 52.25 54.01 23.43: .1 18,...0 .6057
72.20 56.34 06.54 60.13 24.33 1.72:'.E 33 16.0

121.92 55.153 5L.55 65.9.5 -25.72 2.27?25 33 155.0 5690
152.85 72.92 72.66 75.47 27.05 53 155.0 .7355
2../7.15 82.75 60.62 54.35 31.C7 03 155.0 .5125

1.01 PAL RUN NC 5J DIA= 1.354 CM
m:S'S 7 R= 6 /SR0 PC wLiTS FL.Lx= 4.715 iITTE/:_C r.

X9 TWALL TsYMC. TWALL, 75.1.LK, w S9 PATE., W 21, vIS,EK
TOP, C 2CT, C COR, C C 2P72c- POISE

0 21.75 21.75 21.75 21.75 1.2545 73 .4524
43.71 41.33 44.27 21.5.5 2.1955c 53 342.5 .»511

72.56 47.55 47.55 51.15 22.17 3.14577 03 347.8 .4=84
45.72 54.01 :)4.02 55.'15 :72.01 7.75701 03 342.5 .44.4
75.20 53.75 ?7.C2 4.51325 33 342.5 .4360

1'1.92 57.53 55.53 71.67 23.78 5.97157. :3 34-7, .420t
142.55 71.71 74.31 77.55 24.79 6.91435 03 342.6 #4203
297.15 32.97 61.it 55.75 26.75 t.351,::: 03 340.8 441GE

1.0% POL Rut' NC '11

MASS F R= 101.83 C/SEC PCW=

X, C' TWALL Tiv4LL TWALL,

2.0e0 CM
442E.8 wATTS F.,Lx= 1.732 ITTE/CO

T7CL!<, Sr PATE, W VI2,FK

Cr

TCF, C SOT, C. COR, C C 1/SLC, 0/50",
0 21.50 21.50 21.50 71.50 5.87:'8" 01 4":.3 1.10E1

7.62 41.19 46.59 42.75 21./6 1.3138.8 02 4E.3
22.86 48.56 45.58 50.34 22.28 1.70502 0? 45.3 .9782
45.72 56.03 53.77 57.52 27.07 2.234PE 02 ,'4E.3 .9518 .

71-.2ti 52.74 61.11 83.91 ?4.11 2.7957i, 02 .9146
121.52 70.51 56.38 70.59 25.68 3.t4201 C2 49.3 .8820
132.15 76.28 70.01 75.44 27.77 4.469551 02 49.3 .7585
247.54 10.38 72.47 78.84 25.85 5.1855F 02 45.3 .7401
297.13 52.z-7 73.95 60.63 31.89 5.81540 02 49.3 .6518

1.0% UN NC 62 0Ii== 2.5E0 CM
OSS F - 232.32 (3)/'6::C POw. oAT71: FLUX= 2.30.0 WAILS/SO C'

X} C4 TWALL
C

1WALL
13CT, C

Thk,LL,
COR, C

TELLk,
C 1/07:0

w 125,

D/500"
VIS,2K
FOISE

0 11.55 21.95 21.35 21.25 1.5856E C2 1051.5 .8137
7.82 40.58 46.21 42.80 2 ?. C? 3.82::1 02 100.5 .:i105
??.5b 47.02 47.43 49.4,,.) 23.*,..3 4.35E3.5 C2 103.5 5050
4.72 23.53 54.05 5.5.16 22.70 5.513'2E 52 100.5 .7580
76.;.,A 59.49 58.97 01.45 23.20 8.5: 3515 02 105.6 .7541

121.9? 66.18 55.24 5.3.13 23.5 E2.5105 0% 1C0.5 .7870
1:..?.85 72.40 7i3.2t 24.SF 1.17'771 73 130..5, .740?
243.54 75.65 74.54 7.23 70.55 1.3-55 23 1C7.5 .71f7f
2fl7.15 82,7 73.05 82.75 2.80 I3 1:H7.5.
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1.E7 FUL i.;Ur. NO c.:'t

F R= 101-24 G/:::.0

CM 7"LL T;,ALL Tty
TCP, C

15..Lr.,

C

_.Stu 1,4T7E/,Y; C,

7,t7E, W SO, vIS,EK
POISE

P 21.70 0? 4:1(j.7
54E2 7.75. 21.57 02 45?..7 2.4751

22.96 45.54 45.54 47.'1 22:40 1,1;'7- 4"7:5.7 2.45E2
45.72 51.,..t3 51.5 .:; 54.17 27.CS 1.5'.Yt, 0! 45'7::.7 2.4215
71^.20 58.3% E!'2.55 ?4. CF 2.27: 53 2.7 2.75'65
121.92 55.64 7.8.42 E5.1.1 2.3135
12.88 72.31 72.92 75.12 27.27 ..717.5 03 2.227E
207.16 92.70 81.9L.; 84.::3 30.74 4.70-..7E 03 "-,S4.7 2.1455

1,e% P5. 0CN NO 725 DIA= 1.364 CM
M3SS F 275.97 G/15C, '61TTE FLUX= 4.470 i.ATTE/S

x, Cm 7-ALL Tv,ALL P7'L1.K4 i EP1 FAIL, 4 S2, VIS/EK
TOP, C ACT, C CCP.: C C 1/1:CC 0/fiCCI. POISE.

0 22.1:: Z2.1S 22.15 22.15 1.3:1 33 11?..7 1.512' '
7.E2 F4.1c.' 22.25 2.,,,A.,)55 23 51 .7 1.5LS:1

22.53 :3 81::.7
45.72 54.9e 54.0e 5E.6 22.51 5.0535F 03 918.7 1.50q..
7i.:.2) 60.55. E3.46 23.42 03 1.474e

E7.70 C.'11- 03 815.7 1.4535
1:.2.53 73.84 7..9,- 77.57 25.20 53 818.7 14422E
237.16 53.12 32.37 85.32 27.11 1.1164E CM tAt'.7 1.356

1.3% FOL. PUN NC 96 DIA=
MASS F R= 102.15 G/EEC POW=

X, Cm TwALL 71,..tLL T';1. ,

TOP, C 3CT, C CURL, C

0 22.35 22.35 22.35
7.E2 39.00 30.5 40.38

22.86 45,49 45.5 47.14
4.72 51.97. 52.20 53.57
76-20 '7.t.:1 5.14

171.92 64.36 ..i 1,57.54
182.86 71.27 70.44 72.35
23.64 77.91 72.16 75..55

22.5 80.36 63.07

2.5E0 Cm
3E34.8 MATTE FLUX= 1.501 WaTTE/50

TeL.L1,, 1H Par=, F. 5!::

I/152 0/5ci,h FCISE
Cl 5.3194

22.57 1.30312 52 1 O.0 5.3E4E
23.12 1.5553E 02 155.E 5..3E35
23.59 2.J4,5 32 155.5 5.2'153

2.71-.C. 02 158.t 5.1C)54
25.53 02 1S5.5 4.9496
27.72 L.E7,,-3;: 1.5.6 4.7425
29152 E.1!:..76:-. 02 155.1; 4.5501
31.05 7.4451E 02 155.1 4.3618

Cr

i.e.% VOL RU?' NU ';i7 CIL= 2.620
M:'SS F G/S6C °3w= 0593.3 WATTS FLUX= 3.3.5 tiaTTs/so CM

TFALL zrt PATE, w :is, vil.s,OK
Top, C ecT, G COk, C C 1/2'10 FOISE

0 22 15 22,15 22.15 22.15 1.C:.'00E 02 317'1 3.7253
7.52 43.95 40.11 42.93 22.2 3.:.7F,t1 02 317.1 3.7153

2').66 47.20 47,33 45.37 22et:3 4.77160 02 717. 3.E545
45.72 53.52 74.20 22.52 5-*5217. 317.1 3.E25
75.20 59.15 50.3 61.49 25.L3 9.16EE 32 317.1 3.6202
121.92 65.E7 '65.42 68.47 24.20 1.0102E 53 717.1 3.5571
1'9.5:8 71.47 72.12 73.62 25.23 1.2.76 +' 'J7 3.4750

77.7E ;6.02 79.95 2E.2 1.25515 C3 217.1 3.3552
t)3.17 64e 27.15 1.771} . C3 317.1
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2.(-% f'OL. NE 1.34,.
F R 1C3,1*-: W1TT:: Cm

TALL T',6LL T!.,!ALL, T'A,LPv A S',,

TC, T. k r FO1SF
U 22.,: 22.4) 02.45 02 10170 10.2450
=7.1 37.71 3.7E

.

52 1C1'.0 9.69
22.6.. 45. =.5.72 23.14 .1.12. 03 1017.e 5.5204

511.29 54.52 23.F.3 1.4271. r3 1717.0 .at CE
5.70 EC,'42 1...? 3: 33 1017.0 8.15E

171.2 65.cE 06.96 2(.13 4.-.7LE 13 101/.0 7.8171
1'.2.11b 72.58 73.72 7E,.40 27.c7 77 1017.0 7.2503
28.7.11, 53.21 32.81 55.45 31.42 7.:u,531:: 03 1011.0 6.5194

2.4% POL CLN NC ,9 GIL= CM
MACJ F FCv= 050E.2 WATTS FLLX: 4.474 WATT`' /SO 3

C TW4L,.. IIALL T64LL, TL.EL.k, 6 JIS,EK
TOP, C :.. C07i, C C 1/5..7. D/50C4 FOISE

0 21. 21.3j 2:cf.) 1.435 C.;3, 1542.t 6.7700
7.0.2 43.7 22.02 2.'-.5413. 7i3 152.6 6.5174

47.4:t 22.27 3.4i1k; 07 5.7215
57.7r3 22.t5 4.2,.4E5 0? 1'72.6

7E.20 =;9.21 63.3 13.36 23.15 :3 10EL.t
121.9? 57.20 71.33 23.cr 1.5-731'S '74 1562.E 5.1171
182.55 73.70 74.4, 77.4 2L.5C 1.E1Jt'i 34 1.-55.1 4.775U
297.15 62.72 32.15 85,.96 21.77 1.75050 04 1508.8 4.4.:42

2.4% POL RUN NC 100 DIA= 2.660 C.4
MASS F R= 102.51 G/:.EC POW= 2405.4 WATTS FLUX= 1.530 011E/5C Cm

X, CY TWILL TWILL Tw4LL, TPLLK, 4. 2H RATE. W :5, yis,EK
TCc, C 30T, C CCP, C C 1 /EC PCISE

0 22.15 22.15 22.15 22.15 7.:'242E 11 26.9,171
7.C2 35.92 36.41 4C.28 22.08 1.4913i 12 454.0 25.211E

22.86 45.29 45.55, 46.99 22.64 1.55935 02 494.3 20.9063
45.72 51.66 52.20 57.57 23.52 =:.3353E 02 464.3 25.0701
76.20 57.3' 57.61 59.04 24.44 02 4E4.3 23.213C

121.92 64.01 54.73 tEeC4 25.62 5.5546% 32 21.076C
162.58 70.45 71.10 72.27 27.ES 02 404.3 15.005
243.34 77.13 77.40 74.65 2;.46 1.1.91 C3 454.3 17.4067
27.18 82.09 22.73 63.87 31.05 1.4111E 03 45L,.3 16.5615

P3L PUN NC 101 DIA= 2.660 C4
":SS F i= 275.47 C./:.EE PO.,= 5si.27.5 wdTTS FLEX= 2.320 WATTS/Y;

X, OM To,4LL TWLL TWALL, V;LLK, k :H FATE, 6 2:, VIS,EK
70, C CCF, C C 1/SC ii/S2.CM FOISL

0 22.25 22.25 22.25 2.03002 02 67 :.2 17.94C
7.E2 40.73 42.04 22..3E 12 SSc.0 17.6577

22.:.,t) 46.86 47.21 49.25 22.14 4.3742 02 i 5c.i, 17.07E
4E7.72 53.33 54.04 55.9 23.03 L.17,52E 02 652.0 16.3516
76.20 55.3 5;.21 61.23 23.54 r..(:: 32 EcC:. , 15.5276
121.9? 25.54 66-.31 FE.24 24.32 1.73752. 656.0 14.5502
1:.36 71.51 72.1 77.c5 25.35 2.3-.277. 13.5708
243.f-.4 72.23 75.51 80.74 2E.75 751L 03 12.3005
237.16 e2.2 63.t) 8').13 27.25 7.117E 33 69.:!.0 12.2603
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2.4% PO(3) RLN 4L .fl;1 3l4=
F 271.07 0/SEC - 3C2006 PL!:;x= wATTFiCC

X, CM WIJ.. Tf..LL

1CP., C : 3/O FOISz.
C 21.6L 2('.66 C3 11t.. 1.982C

7.62 33.87 23.64 :2.3't 2C
22.66 34.96 24.95 St.E0 22.1 2.:"56 07 1105.4 1.973S.
45.72 35fl. 3.3i 40.3 ,.:Y':52 23 !l00.4 1.955
76.22 42.i:3 42.7E 44.16 21.55 2.07L7"7-. 03 t, 1.9.540
121.92 46.3% 47.E.,3 21.5 2.584`-E 73 1105.4 1.325i
152.3 50.03 51.15 52.70 22.49 03 1105.4 1.9110
2.1b 55.37 5i.7.66. 57.62 27.4 7.;3 11C.5 4 1.5E85

2.4% PUL(0) FLN NL 103 CIA= 2.880 "0H
't,SS F R= 277.b 6/iLC T-CW= 2C1c.:.9 WT30 FLLX= j.2

X, Cm TwALL ItLL TwtLL, T5LK, w 54 wAT6, w ES,
TOP, C ecT, C CORP C C 1/SEC 1/3Cm

wAila/03 Cm

.viS,2K
POISE

0 21.73 21.36 21.3?:, 21.2C 02 425.9 4.3860
7.c? 71.25 70.94 32.24 21.45 2.512?: C2

??..Eb 3.06 25.2.-d 36.27 21.58 3.05.17: 02
42.72 35.67 337 40.27 ?1.77 7.L5862 02 427:.-j. 4.3247
7,_,29 42.20 6.,5, 47.4(.. 22.03 -3.'24117 7.7 4.3[5.7
121.?? 22.42 4.::772: 02 42:.E 4.2621

49.49 50.23 56.,.17 22.9E 4.9U1.E 02 43:J 4.2045
2,43.64 52.20 53.7 54,40 22.47 0.031L 32 430.,-.; 4.350
297.11 55.38 55.46 56.9.5 23.93 5.275Y.: 02 433.? 4.0E0e

2.4% POL(E) RCN NC 104 ETA= 1.354 CM
MASS F R= 405.02 0/SEC POW= 6C4C.1 WATTS FLUX= 4.576 wATTS/50 CM

x, Cm TWALL IwALL IwALL, T0ILLx, W EH PSTE, W SS, vIE.,eic
TCP, C 6CT, C COP, C C 0/205-1 POISE

C 21.45 21.45 21.45 21.45 1.96422 03 1227.4 1.6224
7.62 33.25 37.99 41.35 21.04 2.6.009E 33 1337.4 1.6196
22.56 44.42 44.42 47.41 21.72 4.370C 03 1337.4 1.6136
45.72 50.31 50.31 53.07 21.5 .29025 03 1737.4 1.5045
76.20 5e.41 56.40 52.11 22.35 23 1337.4 1.5922
121.92 2.75 L71.E.:.: 66.79 22.E6 6.5177E 03 1327.4 1.5736
162.86 55.13 65.10 72.23 23.60 7.1640a 03 1337.4 1.5497
297.18 76.21 75.49 79.41 24.94 7.52426 03 1727.4 1.5220

2.4% POL(C) PUN NC 105
.r.F2 F R= 40.'7.02 G/.i.0

x, Cf.; TWALL TALL TkLL
TOP, C COT, c

CIA= 1.3E4 C'
u014.9 W47TE FLLX= 3.228

Tc:LLe, k EH roTs, OS, viS,Ox
u/ccf-. POISE

0 21.65 21.5," 21.6 21.65 1.96266 03 1322.7 1.61E3
7.02 4C.57 40.27 L4.12 21.75 3.7745 03 1222./ 1.6130

47.35 47.3': 50.8'0 21.2 6 4.2'115 03 12H:2.7 1.6062
45.72 63.7 53.37 57.37 22.57 5.21E 03 1232.7 1.56
76.20 .-.11.75 50.74 63.35 22.E.e .1105L 03 1322.7 1.57a5

121.c1.2 67.77 C.05 72.34 23.29 7.1357E 03 1332.7 1.5581
152.2 73.58 74.96 78.2 24.11 05 133.2.7 1.530E
207.18 51.12 82.22 6E.3 25.65 E.E1722 021532.7 1.5040
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FOLt0)
m.15 S F K= 416.13

Cm T0AL1
TG, C

1C7 LIAL,

1.1.4

CP"

, SS,

iN:',TT/3 CM

os,ek

3 2.17 fj? -j21.2 3.7150
7.62 35.36 37.95 22.2 j2 521,2 3.707e
22.66 44.27 44.47 4,7.1.4 22.4! 02 .E..71.2

45.72 50.23 50.7'1 22.t7 '7,2 521.2 1.6E93'
76.20 57.46 '75.4 57.4 23.C2 12 521,2 3.7201
121.92 51.41 ,'T-1.7.1c:. 64.22 2:.E, 1.1?5Y2 71 7E1.2 2.552E.
1.2.5i 55.37 55.S7 68.c,2 21-,;-22 33 51..? 2.5227
243.54 72.24 72.33 74.31 24+3 1.46315 33 E21.1 3.456e
297.18 75.63 75.67 75.20 2.51.: 1.5.1137 C3 521.2 3.4062

2.4 P3L(C) 4LN NC 105 CI..= 2.E.ec CM
F R= 416.13 3/SEC POW= 6536.5 6TTS

X, CM TALL TnLL TWZLL, TUL..k k H
Ti)P, C 7CT, Cc, C C 1/CC

ELL= 2.716 WITTE/50 CM

. VIStEk
FOISE

C 22.17 22.15 22.1F 22.17 2.7(.831 0? :722.7 3.7122
7.52 41.12 43.34 43.21 22.25 1.0 02 721.7 7.703S'
22.P5 47.05 47.29 49.51 22.LF 476335. 72 E.C.7
=5.72 52.78 54.34 7u.60 22.7F 2? 52:.7 1.6:96
76.21 59.3? 59.4: 51.63 2.7.15 1.r:::317 C3 520.7 3.6235

121.7'2 4F.11 U.5e 01.01 23.70 1.2_779E 23 723.7 3.5026
12.21 74.12 24.55 1.4544 03 ::2t,.7 3.4530

243,5, 73.34 78.27 50.47 25.3e 1../005:: 03 523.7 3.4150
297.15 82.34 83.40 05.14 25.05 1.9024L C3 520.7 3.3515
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APPENDIX F

LISTING OF PARAME TER S
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